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Abstract

This chapter discusses the role of recurrent heavenly phenomena in the forma-

tion of ancient cultural traditions. Artifacts bearing witness to astronomical and

calendrical practices in the ancient Caucasus are described and we analyze the

significance of the “boats of the sun” petroglyphs at Gobustan in Azerbaijan, the

solar station at Abuli in Georgia, and the “sky dial” at Carahunge in Armenia.

Similarities and differences between the ancient cultures of the region are

discussed. Finally, we present the results of the latest field research and new

facts and hypotheses.

Introduction

The starry sky played a special role in the lives of ancient humans. The risings and

settings of the bright heavenly bodies, the precisely repeating movements of
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numerous stars, and rare celestial phenomena created a relationship between

ancient humans and the firmament. It became the main instrument by which they

oriented themselves in time and space, the world of gods and supreme powers, and a

multicolored landscape both by day and by night.

The sun and the moon, as the brightest heavenly bodies in all their observed

manifestations (risings, settings, eclipses, and phases), were the main focus of

regular observations and were worshipped in many ways. Bright and dim stars,

conceptually united into figures and ornaments and observed in a single framework

together with the planets, were another instrument used by ancient people to

determine time. Stars rising at dawn or dusk became markers of relevant periods

of time; they were a special symbol or a sign from the heavens, according to the

convictions of ancient people.

The day and night sky, filled with luminaries differing in brightness and color,

continually disappearing but always returning, was ancient peoples’ universe, the

object of enormous interest and worship. In order to fix the rising and setting times

of the heavenly bodies, to establish periods of time, and to conduct ritual ceremo-

nies, ancient people built both simple and complex constructions in stone, accu-

rately orientating them to distinctive features in the surrounding landscape.

Empirical knowledge of heavenly phenomena, their own understanding of what

they had seen, and emotions about what they observed were reflected by ancient

people in material objects (e.g., drawings on stone and ornamentations on metal)

and were incorporated into folklore (e.g., narratives and legends).

Relics of Astronomical Practices in the Ancient Caucasus

Evidence of ancient humans’ “interaction” with the heavenly bodies incorporated in

stone constructions, graphic symbols, and folklore can be found throughout the

world in ancient ruins, on artifacts, and in oral traditions. Such is the case in the

South Caucasus. Surrounded by the mountain ridges of the Greater and Lesser

Caucasus and bordered by the Caspian and Black Seas, this geographical region of

the world is rich in ancient cultures. The astronomical practices and cosmological

ideas among the ancient peoples of the South Caucasus are both similar to and

different from one another; a clear example of the unity and diversity of knowledge

held by ancient humans.

Azerbaijan

In Azerbaijan, the archaeological reserve called Gobustan (translated as “the

territory of ravines”) is located south of the capital city, Baku, in the Karadag and

Apsheron regions. This reserve, which is described as a rock art cultural landscape,

covers more than 3,000 ha located between the southeast slope of the Greater

Caucasus Ridge and the Caspian Sea. The cultural heritage of Gobustan falls into

two categories: ancient petroglyphs (rock drawings) and ancient sites. The latter
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include monuments such as the remnants of a prehistoric cromlech. Research on

Gobustan began in the 1930s, when numerous petroglyphs, symbols, openings in

rocks, and other evidence of cultural activity of ancient people were discovered

(Jaffarzade 1958).

In the mountains of Beyuk-dash, Kichik-dash, and Kyanizadag, researchers

discovered petroglyphs that were carved and scratched on rocks. Images were

also discovered on pieces of rock and in local caves. The drawings reflected ancient

people’s everyday lives. Figures of men and women are represented, with scenes of

dancing, hunting, and land cultivation, along with various animals, symbols, and

signs. Taking into consideration the graphic evolution of the drawings, expressed

in the transformation of geometrical forms and symbols in different series of

drawings, they are dated, on the whole, to the Upper Paleolithic and Middle Bronze

Age. On the rocks of Gobustan there are images of boats of different forms and

methods of construction; many of their bows are decorated with representations of

the sun.

The petroglyphs of Gobustan may well reflect cosmological ideas. The rising

and setting of heavenly bodies, the constant motion of the stars, and a dynamically

changing world could be represented by the movement expressed in geometric

figures, people dancing, and animals running. The drawings of Gobustan abound in

such themes. Considering the geographical peculiarities of the area, it has been

suggested that the rising of the sun, moon, and other bright heavenly bodies came to

form the basis of cosmological ideas for the local tribes. Bright rising heavenly

bodies were not only their gods but also their landmarks in space and time.

Watching the rising of heavenly bodies, the ancient people accumulated compre-

hensive empirical knowledge that they used for everyday purposes. At the summer

and winter solstices, they could travel by their boats to the sea to meet the sun,

approaching it by the solar path. The first rays of the brightest luminary personified

for them the appearance of a major deity and the start of a new period of time. The

numerous petroglyphs of the “boats of the sun” support this argument.

The remains of a cromlech, mentioned above, suggest that Age this location

functioned as a temple during the Bronze Age. Whether it was aligned in the

direction of the solstices may be determinable archaeoastronomically by field

measurements and/or analysis of satellite images of the locality.

Rustamov (2009, 2011), who considers the symbolic significance of the “boats of

the sun” (Fig. 126.1), also analyzes the spatial orientation of the ancient drawings

with respect to the horizon. In addition, he shows that some natural rock structures

and large stones at Gobustan are aligned to astronomically important points on the

horizon, and in particular to sunrise at winter solstice. These aligned structures quite

often abound with impact marks and other traces of artificial elaboration. This may

mean that ancient people, relying on their observational experience, created precise

markers of time on the stony surfaces, pointing to the rising points of heavenly bodies

at different times in the year. Rustamov considers various stones in the complex both

in their observational and religious contexts, including the astronomical alignment of

clear-cut plain surfaces that he interprets as altars of sun worshipers. He concludes

that the complex of Gobustan was an ancient solar observatory.
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Further archaeoastronomical research is needed at the Gobustan complex,

including the accurate field measurement of azimuths of landscape features.

For the present, we can state that people living here during the Bronze Age

“interacted” with the heavenly bodies, expressed in stone what they had seen, and

measured time by the sun and the stars.

Georgia

In Georgia, south of the capital city, Tbilisi, in the municipality of Ninotsminda,

lies a megalithic complex known as Abuli. The complex is located at j ¼ 41� 220

2200 N, l ¼ 43� 410 0600 E, elevation 2,637 m, to the southeast of Paravani Lake, on

the slopes of the mountain Little Abuli. This mountain is formed of andesite-dacite

lavas of Pliocene age, and is, in fact, a volcanic cone. The mountain slopes of Little

Abuli are covered with alpine and subalpine meadows, and are also characterized

by numerous stony boulders from desiccated rocks.

Narimanishvili (2009) notes that the Cyclopean Abuli complex is a dry-stone

construction made of basalt blocks. It consists of a central fortification and a

surrounding settlement, concentrated mostly in the eastern direction. The central

fortification is encircled by two stone walls, which are set against a large construction

on the north side. There are several entrances from the east and west (Fig. 126. 2).

Its walls are strengthened by columns, mostly at the entrances. The central complex is

divided into two parts by a narrow passage connecting the east and west entrances. In

its interior are several two- and three-storey tower-like constructions. To the south of

the complex there is a closed-off site. Berdzenishvili (2002) indicates that

preliminary archaeological investigations at the Abuli complex have not revealed

any small artifacts, which would provide evidence that people resided at the site.

Consequently, in his opinion, the extant complex was purely of a ritual character. It is

attributed to the Bronze Age.

Fig. 126.1 Two “boats of

the sun” at Gobustan,

Azerbaijan (Photograph:

A. Rustamov)
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Simonia (2011) considers the astronomical significance of the Gokhnari mega-

lithic complex, near the Manglisi settlement, in the same region of Georgia.

The ruins of this Cyclopean construction are characterized by rectangular and spher-

ical geometry. It is believed to have been a “solar station” – a multifunctional complex

serving as a centers of residence, for sun worship, and for the determination of time.

The construction of the Abuli complex is also characterized by rectangular-

spherical forms. The spherical part of the complex is aligned to the southeast. A field

archaeoastronomical investigation conducted in 2011 and 2012 (Simonia and Jijelava

2012) showed that the eastern part of the horizon is open, and in the northeast direction

the visible horizon has negative altitude, that is, it lies below the horizontal.

In fact, the Abuli complex is a rounded structure on different levels with

a central rectangular-spherical construction. A set of small, stone rooms, symmet-

rically located, are connected with one another and provide passage from one level

to another. The central construction is supported by six columns marking the north,

northeast, east, southeast, west, and northwest directions. The narrow corridor

divides the construction into component parts, north and south. In the northeast

direction, there is an architrave entrance into the central construction. This entrance

faces the visible horizon and is oriented with azimuth 59� 430.
There are two windows in a spherical part of the central construction which, as

viewed from the interior side of the construction, are supplied with small niches.

These are oriented with azimuths of 97� 500 and 166� 540. Both windows face the

sky; to be more exact, only the mathematical (level) horizon is seen through them.

This could undoubtedly have enabled ancient observers to see rising heavenly

bodies near the horizon. On June 22, 2011, the rays of the rising sun were seen to

penetrate through the architrave entrance (Fig. 126. 3).

The Abuli complex possesses five or six points (or constructed elements) from

which ancient people could have observed astronomical objects and events such as

Polaris, the heliacal and acronychal rising of bright stars, and the rising of the sun

and moon. If people could have lived around Abuli, then the complex itself could

have been used by them for religious ceremonies and observations of the heavenly

bodies with the aim of determining and preserving time. If so, then the Abuli

Fig. 126.2 Ancient solar

station at Abuli, Georgia

(Photograph: B. Jijelava)
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complex was indeed is an ancient solar station, or in other words, a multifunctional

site for ritual and observation.

Armenia

In Armenia, approximately 150 km from the capital city, Yerevan, near the city of

Sisian (in the southeast region of the country), is the megalithic monument Carahunge

(Zorats Karer). This monument is located at j ¼ 39�330 0600 N, l ¼ 46�010 4400 E, on
the eastern slope of the ridge Zangezur at 1,770 m above sea level. Nearby flows the

mountainous river Vorotan, which means “rattling”. The average daily temperature of

the area fluctuates from +18 �C in July to �6 �C in January.

A mountainous landscape surrounds the monument, but there are open views in

the southern direction, and in the other directions the altitude of the surrounding

hills does not exceed 7�. The horizon altitude affects the azimuth where horizon

astronomical events such as sunrise at summer or winter solstice are observed to

occur (see ▶Chap. 30, “Basic Concepts of Positional Astronomy”).

Carahunge consists of more than 150 standing stones (menhirs) (Fig. 126.4),

oriented in definite directions with a symmetry that is clearly visible. The extent of

the complex is about 250 m. Scores of stones have already fallen down, but the

main part of the complex has been well preserved. The height of the menhirs varies

from 1 to 3 m. The monument comprises a central dolmen surrounded by a slightly

distorted circle of standing stones and additional constructions in the form of rows

running northward and southward, and an avenue running out toward the northeast.

The specific geometry of the complex probably points to it being of astro-

nomical significance (but see also ▶Chap. 127, “Carahunge - A Critical Assess-

ment” for a different view). Carahunge has been interpreted as a megalithic

observatory (Herouni 1998; Bochkarev and Bochkarev 2005). It is curious that

about 80 of the menhirs have round holes (cylindrical openings passing right

through the stone) of different diameters located in their upper parts. The stones

Fig. 126.3 The first rays of

the rising sun penetrating the

northeast entrance of the

Abuli complex, Georgia, June

22, 2011 (Photograph:

B. Jijelava)
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with such holes are aligned in various directions, including the east, but dis-

persed over practically the entire horizon. Some of the openings are inclined to

the horizontal by as much as 15�. While some of the holes could have been used

to sight upon the rising of the sun, moon, or bright stars, the origin has not been

determined and it is difficult to exclude the possibility that they may be later

additions (Ruggles 2005).

In 2010, a joint expedition of Oxford University and the Royal Geographical

Society was arranged with the aim of undertaking a comprehensive study of the

monument (Vardanyan 2010).

The expedition supported the idea that Carahunge had an astronomical signifi-

cance, concluding that the monument is aligned to rising points of the sun, moon,

and several bright stars. However, Carahunge may have had a dual purpose, both as

a pantheon of some kind (a burial vault of an important person) and as

an observational ritual site – a “sky dial” as mentioned above. The complexity

but at the same time the simplicity of the monument’s construction, with the

geometry of disposition of the standing stones and other component elements,

points to such an explanation. Its central dolmen, the row of standing stones

extending from the south to the north, and the avenue of standing stones to the

northeast, opposite an entrance from the southwest, suggests that this monument

had a ritual-astronomical significance.

In the Bronze Age, the burial of an important person may well have been

conducted in accordance with relevant traditions and protocols that were also

connected with the orientation of the person concerned in time. After the burial,

the construction acquired a practical purpose. It is quite possible that at

corresponding times, for example at midsummer or midwinter, cult ceremonies

were arranged accompanied by the appearance of bright heavenly bodies (such as

the sun or moon) which served to fix the time. The northeast avenue could have

served to indicate sunrise at the summer solstice, while the southwest entrance

could have been used to observe sunset at the winter solstice. The rows of standing

stones could have been aligned to the risings and settings of bright stars, each

Fig. 126.4 The megalithic

monument of Carahunge in

Armenia (Photograph:

D. Lisittsian) (see also

Figs. ▶ 9.7, ▶ 127.1)
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concrete direction being marked by a single stone or a row of stones. This would be

consistent with division of time into warm and cold seasons, dictated by the needs

of everyday life and subsistence, including the peculiarities of land cultivation.

Carahunge still contains many uncertainties, and archaeoastronomical research at

this monument should continue.

Cultural Context: Similarities and Differences

The cultures of the ancient peoples of Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Armenia are varied,

differing in many ways. They have produced distinctive traditions of folklore, and

material, oral, and written heritage. Their languages, architecture, scientific tradi-

tions, and modes of everyday life were very different. Their ethnocosmology,

reflected in legends, myths, and sayings, architectural constructions, drawings and

graphic images, and literary works are diverse and do not carry obvious common

traits. However, there are things that unite them.

Firstly, they share the Caucasian region in common, with its characteristic

climate and landscape. Secondly, empirical aspects of ancient astronomical practice

are manifested in common expressions of what was seen in the sky. Simple stone

instruments were built and oriented on the basis of what was seen in the bright and

regularly repeated heavenly order.

The brightest heavenly body – the sun – united the ancient peoples of the

Caucasus. Images of the “boats of the sun” in the mountains of Azerbaijan, “solar

stations” on the mountain summits of Georgia, and the “sky dial” in the mountains

of Armenia indicate that, in the Neolithic and Bronze Age, the ancient Caucasians

worshipped the sun, met and celebrated the solstices, and oriented themselves in

time by repeated solar events. In other words, there was much that was different but

also much in common, and this unity through diversity is evident as regards the

astronomical traditions of the ancient cultures of peoples of Azerbaijan, Georgia,

and Armenia. We have described here only a few constructions, but there are many

more Caucasian artifacts of interest to archaeoastronomers.

Cross-References

▶Basic Concepts of Positional Astronomy

▶Carahunge - A Critical Assessment
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Abstract. Little known and unknown Georgian, Persian, and Arabic astronomical
manuscripts of IX-XIX centuries are kept in the centers, archives, and libraries of Geor-
gia. These manuscripts has a form of treaties, handbooks, texts, tables, fragments, and
comprises various theories, cosmological models, star catalogs, calendars, methods of
observations. We investigated this large material and published DVD database As-
tronomical Manuscripts in Georgia. This unique database contains information about
astronomical manuscripts as original works. It contains also descriptions of Georgian
translations of Byzantine, Arabic and other sources. The present paper is dedicated to
description of obtained results and DVD database. Copies of published DVD database
are kept in collections of the libraries of: Ilia State University, Georgia; Royal Obser-
vatory, Edinburgh, UK; Congress of the USA, and in other centers.

1. Introduction

Astronomical manuscripts usually involved wide textual descriptions, numerous ta-
bles detailed images and schems. Manuscripts reflected progress of the astronomical
knowledge, new discoveries and theories, information on modern instruments. Numer-
ous astronomical manuscripts preserved in universities, libraries and archives, which
present to us old systems of universe, theories on movements of luminaries, stellar
catalogues, calendars, constructions of astronomical instruments. The works of Hip-
parchus, Ptolemy, Al-Biruni, As-Sufi, Nassir Al-din Tusi, Regiomantanus, Copernicus,
Tycho Brahe, Kepler, Galileo Galilei, William Herschel and others, which today are
still the object of public interest and comprehensive research, have become known just
through the manuscripts and their dissemination. Astronomy and mathematics since
time immemorial have developed in Georgia as well. The Georgian manuscripts con-
taining astronomical and astrological information have reached us in the form of sep-
arate manuscript books, collections, documents and fragments of various contents and
volumes. The material of astronomical content, both original and translated represents
extended texts, tables, drawings and their complexes, which are written in different
Georgian alphabet – Asomtavruli, Nuskha-Khutsuri and Mkhedruli. Especially should
be noted the manuscripts containing some Georgian works: the paschalistic work (X
c) of Ioanne-Zosime on Byzantine and Georgian calendar systems, which is involved
the Sinai collection; the Treatise of Abuseridze Tbeli (or Abuserisdze) dated by 1233
“Complete Choronikon” (Figure 1); astronomical comments (XII c) of Ephrem Mtsire
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supplied to his translation of Gregory the Theologian’s work “Sitkvani”; and others.
This large massive of scientific information is preserved in different scientific centers
and antiques depositories in Georgia and other countries. Hundreds of Georgian astro-
nomical manuscripts are still unknown or unstudied from the scientific viewpoint. In
corresponding descriptions, in frequent cases, are pointed only names of the works and
the list of evidences, their incomplete or non-exact annotations. These manuscripts (as-
tronomical, cosmological, chronological), which probably involve unique data, facts,
fundamental works, have not been analyzed by the specialists of astronomy history.
The Georgian astronomical manuscripts often are of mixed character and involve some
mixture of astronomy and astrology. Majority of these manuscripts are not deciphered,
their astronomical importance has not been studied. They are unknown for a wide com-
munity of researchers. It should be mentioned here that the Georgian manuscripts of
this type are preserved abroad, namely, in Greece, France, Great Britain, Egypt, Rus-
sia, and in eastern countries as well. More than 60 Arabic and Persian astronomical
manuscripts (XV-XIX cc) are preserved in the National Center of Manuscripts. They
involve the works of medieval classics: Nassir Al-Din Tusi, Ulugh Beg, Ali Qushji, Al-
Balkhi, Al-Andalusi, Al-Birjandi, Al-Rumi and others in Arabic and Persian languages.
Many translations from the oriental sources are presented in the Georgian antiques de-
positories.

Figure 1. The fragment of ”Complete Choronikon” treaties of Georgian as-
tronomer and writer Abuseridze Tbeli, XIII century (GAM 5).
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2. The Project “Astronomical Manuscripts in Georgia”

Manuscripts of different content, history and periods are preserved in scientific centers,
libraries, archives and museums of Georgia. The manuscripts of scientific, religious,
socio-political and other content mostly belong to Late Antiquity, the Middle Ages,
Renaissance and Enlightenment. The manuscript materials preserved in the centers and
libraries differ with their volume and quality of protection and are written on parchment
and paper. The structure of this material can be characterized by two main elements,
namely, textual, and graphical-illustrative materials. These two elements often are or-
ganically merged in the manuscripts and fill each other – the texts are equipped with
illustrations, drawings and schemes of different type, which are supplied to the textual
explanations. Quite an important part of the manuscripts preserved in the deposito-
ries of antiquity of Georgia are manuscripts of the scientific content. This segment is
widely presented with the exact sciences, geography, and medicine. A great number
of manuscripts involves mixed material and is complex in its character – within one
book, work or supplement we can, probably, come across religious, literary, scientific,
political texts, materials on everyday life. The mentioned manuscript material reached
us both in the original form and of late copies, in the process of formation of which a
certain part of original forms and texts were either lost or enriched. The works or other
material preserved in the manuscripts, in frequent cases, are anonymous. They are stud-
ied well from the codicological-philological viewpoint. Their subject research as of the
monuments containing scientific material was not done as it was necessary. On the
whole, study of manuscripts, apprehension of their importance, was mostly done from
philological, linguistic history. Therefore in most cases, rich manuscript heritage is not
comprehended from the viewpoint of exact sciences. It should be specially mentioned
that the texts are published at high professional level and represent the most important
step for their further comprehensive research. The depositories of antiquity of Georgia
also preserve manuscripts in Persian, Arabic, Greek and other languages. This mate-
rial is characterized with complex and diverse structure, involves both religious and
secular works, material involving scientific information, historical documents, notes,
comments, etc. On the basis of analysis of the general picture and the results of astro-
nomical science development, we came to the conclusion that special attention should
be concentrated on astronomical manuscripts as the monuments containing scientific
information and unique data. We apprehended and established the main tasks and pre-
pared the scientific project “Astronomical Manuscripts in Georgia”. The project was
implemented in 2012-2015 years. We shall list main scientific centers and depositories
of Georgia, in which are kept astronomical manuscripts of different period, different
content: National Center of Manuscripts (Tbilisi), National Archives of the Ministry
of Justice (Tbilisi), Library of Parliament of Georgia (Tbilisi), Historical-Ethnographic
Museum (Kutaisi), depositories of antiquity in Gori, Akhaltsikhe, Zugdidi, Telavi, Ba-
tumi. In parallel with astronomical manuscripts in the centers mentioned above are also
preserved the manuscripts of allied branches, physics and mathematics.On the whole,
we described the Georgian astronomical manuscripts in general, without detailed anal-
ysis, explanations and interpretation; we looked through almost 3,000 originals. All
this cultural layers and each separate manuscript (except some of them) demands deep
scientific analysis. The Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts preserved in the
depositories of antiquity of Georgia did not become the subject of historical-scientific
study, which is also quite topical and urgent. Proceeding from the factors cited above,
the main purposes of our project were outlined:
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1. Research, systematization of the astronomical manuscripts preserved in Georgia,
involvement of the data into scientific circulation, publication of the interactive
database; research of unstudied or partially studied Georgian, Persian and Arabic
manuscripts and determination of their scientific significance;

2. Study of unknown astronomical manuscripts revealed in the process of research;

3. Catalogization of the material, which will form the basis, reference-source, for
their further deep and comprehensive study.

We expect to reach the following main results:

1. Primary general systematization of the Georgian, Persian, and Arabic astronom-
ical manuscripts preserved in the centers of Georgia;

2. Primary scientific description of this material;

3. Discovery of unknown astronomical manuscripts and their scientific description.

4. Publication of the interactive database on DVD disc, which involve a complex
of the material and textual, graphical documents, bulletins, images, information,
etc.

It should be mentioned that the sphere of our interests involved also the material
of allied sciences (especially, physics), which contain astronomical information. We
elaborated special methods for their express-analysis and systematization, outlined and
worked out main structure of the planned database, with the detailed components and
integral parts. All this was theoretically substantiated, apprehended and described. In
the very beginning of the project implementation we distinctly felt well-known differ-
ence between theory and practice, namely, we came across much more complicated,
irregular, scattered and, certainly, less studied material. A technical side of realization
of the set tasks appeared beyond expectations. In other words, the degree of complex-
ity of set tasks turned to be much higher than it was expected. Within three years we
conducted express-analysis of more than 300 Georgian and more than 60 Persian and
Arabic astronomical manuscripts from the several centers. Within the project interest
we did not study the material of Telavi, Batumi and Zugdidi museums for the reasons
independent of us. It should be mentioned neither the private collections appeared
in the area of our research. Private libraries and archives, collections of documents
and manuscripts were also unavailable for us. According to the published data, the
Georgian astronomical manuscripts are also preserved beyond the borders of Geor-
gia in the libraries, archives and museums of different countries. Unfortunately, with
rare exceptions, our possibilities failed to include the material preserved in mentioned
countries into the present project. Let us pass to description of some important Geor-
gian, Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts, which we analyzed and catalogued.
The substance Georgian astronomical manuscripts is quite wide and irregular. Geor-
gian manuscriptsare written in Asomtavruli, Nushka-Khutsuri, and Mkhedruli letters.
The Georgian alphabet passed three stages of development: Asomtavruli (rounded)
is the oldest type, in which epigraphic and manuscript texts are done in V-IX cen-
turies; Nuskha-Khutsuri (angled) – was used in parallel of Asomtavruli from X cen-
tury; these two types of alphabet are mostly used in religious manuscripts; according
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to the manuscript tradition, Mkhedruli, i.e. modern Georgian alphabet is in X-XI cen-
turies and, mostly, was used for secular texts. To separate some definite places in the
manuscript text (from IX century) was used red writing paint – singur (HgS), mixture of
mercury and sulfur. Singur was used signs designating the text beginning and the end,
titles and upper letters were written in singur, in some cases, also paragraphs, and great
part of the text, colophons and postscripts, comments and explanations, etc. Under
Georgian astronomical manuscripts we mean: Manuscripts of purely astronomical con-
tent; Expanded and short astronomical fragments, included into religious, secular and
mixed type manuscripts; Separate extracts or scattered pages of astronomical content,
which have no beginning page of any authorized note; Collections of different, often
of mixed, type, which involve astronomical section or completed astronomical work;
Astronomical and astrological works, in which astronomical content prevails. The most
voluminous are manuscripts of second category. Material of this type is most frequently
met in separate works, also collections of religious character. In such manuscripts, log-
ical succession of religious or religious-philosophical chapters quite often breaks unex-
pectedly with astronomical supplements or additions – in the form of a separate chapter,
short text or, even, a table or picture. The manuscripts of this type are numerous in out
depositories. We considered them as regular astronomical works, though pointed that
they belonged to broader context. The added to them a catalogue number and implied
the whole work entire expanded manuscript. Respectively, quite a great amount of
religious manuscripts are placed in the catalogue, only fragments of which or some
pages are purely astronomical material. Majority of astronomical manuscripts are not
authorized. It seems that in the Middle Ages in frequent cases such tradition existed
– not to mention author or translator, often neither the copyists. However, it is clear
that there are such Georgian astronomical treatises, textbooks, observation instructions,
etc, authors or translators of which are unknown. To old Georgian astronomical mate-
rial belong the works of cosmological character, treatises in practical astronomy, also
the material, which presents description of celestial sphere and movement of luminar-
ies, instructions for observations and notes for preparing the astronomical instruments,
calendar-chronological treatises, different religious calendars, description of rare astro-
nomical phenomena, almanacs, etc. Georgian astronomical manuscripts can be grouped
as follows:

1. purely astronomical researches, descriptions;

2. notes on use of special methods, instruments, results;

3. textbooks and instruction material;

4. general educational texts.

Many Georgian astronomical manuscripts are translated from Greek, Persian, Ara-
bic and other sources. We have Georgian original astronomical manuscripts as well –
treatises, descriptions, tables and textbooks. The degree of their preservation differs.
We placed into the catalogue 300 Georgian astronomical manuscripts. However, the
certain part of the manuscripts, are not in the catalogue due to of the certain reasons,
some of them were not available, some others were a full copy of the old material;
origin, text content, etc of some manuscripts, was uncertain. We can say the same
about the Georgian astronomical manuscripts preserved in Gori and Kutaisi depos-
itories of antiquity. In frequent cases we used digital copies and microfilms of the
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manuscripts preserved beyond the borders of Georgia. Scientific profile of the Geor-
gian astronomical manuscripts can be determined thus: majority of them, more or less,
directly or indirectly are connected with old cosmological ideas, theories and mod-
els, calendar-chronological systems, educational-practical means of spherical astron-
omy. In old times, till late Middle Ages in general comprehension of the world Geor-
gians give preference to geocentric system, Calendar-chronological systems, methods
and theories are, mostly, concentrated on religious interests and are connected with
strengthening of the Orthodox church rule, customs and traditions by means of time
recording, chronology. We should mention in regard to this, as it seems, purely Geor-
gian phenomenon from the group of Georgian manuscripts, which are called “Jhamni”.
In these collections distinctly elaborated calendar system determines strict, legalized in
time succession of Orthodox ceremonies, dates of Christian holidays and other impor-
tant events connected with the church life. At the same time, these collections involve
practical astronomical material, dates of rise and set of luminaries, names of stars and
their location, characterization of rare astronomical phenomena. A clear example of
teaching-practical textbook is the Textbook of Astronomy, compiled by Vakhtang VI
Bagrationi, King of Georgia (Abuladze 1990). The present course concerns wholeness
of the world, methods of astronomical observations, evidences on luminaries, etc. In
some Georgian astronomical manuscripts we come across elements of ethnoastronomy,
which contain legends and narrations on the sky, folk names of bright stars, sayings and
stories connected with rare astronomical phenomena. From this viewpoint specially
mentioned should be the information reflecting ethnoastronomical knowledge proved
in “The Knight in the Panther’s Skin” of Shota Rustaveli, medieval Georgian poet and
thinker (Tevzadze 1979). Georgian astronomical manuscripts of XVII-XVIII century
differ with more scientific depth, there appear, namely, more exact theories, descrip-
tions and data, more modern scientific interpretation of phenomena, which corresponds
to general contemporary scientific achievements in the world; also appear translations
of textbooks in physics, in which astronomical and cosmological elements are presented
in abundance. Of special interest is the X-XIII century old Georgian astronomical
manuscripts. To this unique material we should attribute the translations of cosmologi-
cal sections in the works of Basil the Great, Gregory of Nyssa, John of Damascus, done
by Giorgi Mtatsmideli, Ephrem Mtsire, Arsen of Ikalto; also calendar-paschal work of
Ioanne Zosime, calendar-chronological work of Abuseridze Tbeli “Choronikoni Sruli
Misita Sautsqeblita Gangebita”. To the study of old Georgian astronomical materials
were dedicated the works of Tskhakaia (1959), Kharadze (1958), Giorgobiani (1965,
1971), Chagunava (1986), Abuladze (2009), Simonia (2001, 2004). The study of Geor-
gian manuscript heritage we conducted showed quite complicated and, in some cases,
contradictory picture: the Georgian manuscript heritage involves interesting and, at
the same time, practically unstudied astronomical material. It is mentioned in the
work of Jones (1996) that Byzantine astronomy, to a certain extent, was astronomy of
manuscripts. In our opinion, the same can be said about old Georgian astronomy. On
the basis of results of our studies we prepared and published the interactive database
– “Astronomical Manuscripts in Georgia” (Simonia et al. 2015). This database con-
tains rich textual and graphical information, catalogues, tables, instructions, full texts,
and etc. Georgian astronomical manuscripts contain a main part of the database and
have the index GAM – Georgian Astronomical Manuscripts. The following Georgian
astronomical manuscripts require special attention:

GAM 3 – “Gardamotsema” of John of Damascus;
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GAM 6 – mixed collection;

GAM 11 – collection: Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani – “Teaching Described by Explana-
tion”, Khelta, church and indiction evidences, calendar in verse;

GAM 13 – Davitni/Book of Psalms, “Mtsketa Manuscript”, is supplied with calendar-
paschal fragments;

GAM 17 – “Katighoria Simetne”, translated by Cathalicos Anton I;

GAM 22 – Concise Physics, translated by Cathalicos Anton I;

GAM 24 – Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani “Sikvis Kona” (“Bunch of Words”);

GAM 30 – Georgian translation of Nasir ad-din Tusi “Teaching Book of Astrolabe”;

GAM 32 – Synaxarium;

GAM 39 – “Dialectics” of John of Damascus and commentator works of Amonius
Ermia;

GAM 42 – Synaxarium;

GAM 51 – Astrological-astronomical collection;

GAM 53 – Baumeister’s Physics, translated by Cathalicos Anton I;

GAM 58 – Ulugh Beg, “Ziji – Star Catalogue”, translated by Vakhtang VI;

GAM 61 – Collection;

GAM 66 – Vakhtang VI, Kvinklos;

GAM 67 – Collection;

GAM 72 – “Hydayat Al-Nujumi Ű Book of Stars”, translated by Vakhtang VI;

GAM 83 – “Sakme metsniereba mzisa da mtovaris shetqueba (shetqoba)”;

GAM 96 – the Moon Cycle;

GAM 98 – Short narrations about life of old philosophers;

GAM 102 – Menaion;

GAM 106 – Gulani of Svetitskhoveli;

GAM 140 – Horologion;

GAM 167 – Mtvaris Msrboloba (The Moon Movement);

GAM 170 – Astronomical-astrological treatise “For Passover”;

GAM 172 – Physics of David Batonishvili (Prince David);

GAM 178 – Astronomy;

GAM 207 – Calendar-liturgical and dogmatic collection;

GAM 222 – Epimerte or Astronomy;

GAM 224 – Horologion;

GAM 242 – Church calendar;

GAM 252 – Concise Physics, translation of Chr. Wolf’s “Physics” by Anton I;
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GAM 266 – Sin 34, Liturgical collection;

GAM 296 – Collection: Basil the Great, Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory the Theologian,
Athanasius of Alexandria, etc.

We enlisted here almost 12% of those Georgian astronomical manuscripts, which
are in the catalogue. We consider that this old material can appear to be most interest-
ing for the research of medieval astronomy of East Europe, Near and Far East. These
old manuscripts should add a new layer to the history of Georgia-Byzantium, Georgia-
Persia cultural and scientific relations. We separated the above-listed manuscripts by
out subjective criteria as well. Taking into consideration inhomogeneous character of
the manuscript heritage we recommend the scholars working on these topics to famil-
iarize with complete content of the catalogue of Georgian astronomical manuscripts.
The collections of National Center of Manuscripts preserve also Persian and Arabic
astronomical manuscripts. Within the present project we analyzed the Persian and Ara-
bic astronomical manuscripts of different content, volume and level of protection. It is
interesting material, which is also unstudied from the viewpoint of history of astron-
omy. Majority of these manuscripts is later copies of the classical works of Oriental
astronomers and mathematicians. We come across unknown authors and anonymous
works as well. The astronomical manuscripts written in the Persian and Arabic lan-
guages concern the issues of cosmology, spherical astronomy, descriptions of plan-
ets and stars, calendar and chronology, angle-measuring astronomical instruments, etc.
Widely presented are star catalogues and tables. The degree of protection of these
manuscripts is different – from good to the very damaged. Their part was being copied
directly in Georgia. In our depositories are preserved the works of such renowned
astronomers, as: Nasir Al-Din Tusi, Ali Qushji, As-Sufi, Al-Rumi, etc. This astronom-
ical heritage is also little studied. They could have special importance for research of
Oriental astronomy, cultural and scientific relations of Georgia and Oriental countries.
According to the results of our research we prepared a second catalogue of astronom-
ical manuscripts, which involves the Persian and Arabic astronomical materials. This
catalogue is also presented in the database. These manuscripts received the catalogue
index AM – Astronomical Manuscripts. We will enlist some of them, which are of
interest:

AM 2 – Ulugh Beg’s “Zij”/“Star Catalogue”;

AM 10 – Persian calendar;

AM 11 – “Sufficient Teaching of Astrological Science”;

AM 17 – Astronomical-astrological work;

AM 19 – Astronomical-astrological work;

AM 22 – Astronomical collection;

AM 28 – Collection of works of Nasir Al-Din Tussi;

AM 34 – Astronomical work of Abd Ar-Rahman As-Sufi: “Book of Constellation
Images”;

AM 38 – Extracts from astronomical treatise;

AM 47 – Explanation of the celestial spheres. Author – Baha Al-Din Muhamed Al-
’Amili;
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AM 53 – Issues on celestial spheres, tables, etc.

We cited here 18% of the Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts preserved
in Georgia. They are selected by our criteria. We recommend the specialists in old Ori-
ental astronomy to familiarize with the complete version of the catalogue. We should
mention here that we consider as “unstudied manuscript” the concrete copies, variants
and units. The database contains Georgian translations of Armenian and Russian astro-
nomical sources. We conducted laborious work from the viewpoint of catalogization
and study of the astronomical manuscripts preserved in Georgia. The results obtained,
surely, demand expansion and further deepened research which, we hope, will be re-
alized in the future. We consider the obtained results as the primary analysis of as-
tronomical manuscript heritage preserved in Georgia and efforts to determine from the
right course in boundless world of old books and manuscripts dedicated to the stellar
universe.

3. The Structure of DVD database

Interactive database “Astronomical Manuscripts in Georgia” involves vast textual and
graphical material with relevant descriptions and instructions. The database is supplied
with the References, which consists of fragments of the manuscripts in the form of
textual quotations and images. The database is equipped with the system of indexes,
designated for search of the documents arranged according to the search words. After
the “Introduction” and the “tasks and results” is given an instruction about receiving the
image of some, especially interesting, important manuscript. Each image is supplied
with explanatory inscription. Here are presented the Georgian, Persian and Arabic
manuscripts. In the database is given an instruction on the catalogue of Georgian as-
tronomical manuscripts. The catalogue, in its turn, is equipped with short information
on a concrete manuscript and a detailed bulletin (for each manuscript). Each bulletin is
a text with description of the manuscript and a graphical fragment of the manuscript.
The bulletin involves general data of the manuscript and its astronomical description.
It also presents to us bibliographical information and relevant index GAM (Georgian
Astronomical Manuscripts) or AM (Astronomical Manuscripts). Each bulletin is a PDF
file. Then instruction follows on the Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts and,
also on the additional catalogues (the catalogue of those manuscripts, which are not
introduced into the database in the form of informational bulletins). Our interactive
database presents full copy (in the JPEG format) of some Georgian, Persian and Arabic
manuscripts. These copies are designated for research and non-reproductive purposes.
Then the interactive database gives a link on short dictionary of Georgian astronomical
terms, in which is given relevant English equivalent of the main term. In the link “Ad-
ditional Material” one can search for mixed information of different kind. The database
presents a short list of internet-resources required for research. The database “Astro-
nomical Manuscripts in Georgia” is published by Ilia State University Press in the form
of DVD discs.

4. Conclusion

It is clear that the old Georgian, Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts, pre-
served in the Georgian antiques depositories and yet unstudied, demand deep research
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and stage by stage publication. This is multi-aspect issue, which implies interdisci-
plinary (astronomy, codicology-textology, etc) continuous research. This can be settled
only by inter-connected and inter-filling steps, by using the latest modern scientific
methods and technologies. With the aim of forming the reliable grounds for settle-
ment of the above-mentioned problem, we have prepared and implemented a special
scientific project, the purpose of which was analysis and systematization of the Geor-
gian, Persian and Arabic astronomical manuscripts, preserved in the antiques deposi-
tories and scientific centers of Georgia. We have published the database, involving an
important source of scientific information for the specialists studying old astronomy;
the scientists studying manuscript heritage, lost and unknown scientific data. For the
university professors, researchers of different institutes and laboratories, employees of
libraries and archives, students of relevant specialties the present database will perform
the function of a navigator in the sphere of little studied astronomical heritage. We
express hope that the present database will be for you a valuable source of information,
which will promote preparation and publication of new scientific works. Researchers
can find copies of DVD discs in Libraries of: Ilia State University, Georgia; Byurakan
Astrophysical Observatory, Armenia; Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, UK; University
of Cambridge, UK; University of Hamburg, Germany; also in libraries of Alexandria,
Egypt; Congress of the USA and in other centers.
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Abstract. Influence of celestial phenomena on the ancient man is described. Pro-
cesses of creation and development of ancient cosmological notions are considered.
Main substances, elements of ancient cosmology are explained.

The surrounding world, its multi-complex and multi-coloured assumption demanded its
understanding, comprehension and description. Each element of this complicated pic-
ture, each fragment of this endless mosaic have become construction blocks of the pro-
cess of creation of cosmological notions of the ancient people. Instruments of this pro-
cess, probably, were observations and permanently growing and strengthening memory.
It was necessary only to see and remember. Further on, to these natural functions there
will be added registration of what was seen, in the form of primitive pictures, pic-
tograms, hieroglyphs, but this will be later, while in the beginning they only watched,
remembered and regulated.

For the ancient people the world, undoubtedly, was complicated, changeable and
often hostile. But having seen more attentively, it was possible to recognise its funda-
mental elements, forms, substances. For the ancient people the earthly firmness was a
basis of life, here they were born and died, hunted, gathered fruit, communicated with
one another. This firm surface, this endless world of forests and mountains seemed to
be ancient immense space. But this firm infinity displayed its bounders in the form of
the inaccessible horizon cutting the Earth and the sky surrounding the man always and
from all sides. Just this flat firmness has become the first fundamental substance of
cosmological system of the ancient people.

For them a flat surface of the Earth has become the centre of the universe, and
the ancient people, correspondingly, were component parts of this centre. Many year
long experience of contemplation of the surrounding world simply assured the ancient
man in that the dark blue dome, the blue cupola, covering the flat Earth everywhere, is a
second substance, the most important element of the universe. Now being transparently
dark blue, blue, then infinitely black, this dome attracted special attention of the ancient
people, as just inside it there appeared and disappeared tiny small, large and enormous
sparkles and fires subject to unusually strict and incomprehensible order. And thus the
sky became for the ancient people second substance of the universe. They lived on the
flat Earth, and were covered above by mysterious azure of the sky. And to see, to be
surprised or frightened, always and everywhere, in any point of the flat Earth a man had
to look upwards. The flat Earth under the feet and the amazingly complicated sky above
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became two basic substances, two media, and categories of cosmological systems of the
ancient people.

Visible, but sometime inaccessible border of these media is the horizon, now ma-
rine, smoothly spherical, then mountainous, cut by complicated relief. For them, living
thousands of years ago, this was evident assumption, here behind the horizon there
ended the Earth and started the infinite sky. Here are two important substances of the
ancient cosmology, two component elements of cosmological notions of our ancestors–
the Earth and the sky. They were born, lived and died, brought up children, developed
economy, created, fought, became friends and enemies on the Earth, and were sur-
rounded by the infinite, deep, mysterious sky, regularly changing its colour from blue
to black. These two media, firmness under the feet and air transparency above the head,
became basic component elements of the world awareness of the ancient people. These
elements, certainly, consisted of definite localities or sub-elements, for example, details
of the landscape, forest areas, crooked rivers, or clouds smoothly moving in the heav-
enly ocean. However, these were only details, while main, determined by fundamental
substances of the world outlook, world perception, was firm Earth and infinite air dome
over it.

Simplicity of the nature is in its complexity. It was clear for the ancient people
that the world is far more complicated, apprehension of it resulted from their many year
long experience, passive contemplation, active watch and observance over the celestial
bodies. They saw and attentively watched the rise and set of the bright celestial bodies:
the Sun, the Moon, and the stars. They noticed and remembered recurrent travels in
the heavenly blackness of wandering celestial bodies the planets. They were amazed
by beauty of thousands of the stars and pointed with surprise, or maybe with horror, to
their endlessly recurring names.

Regular recurrence of the heavenly phenomena, strict accuracy of starry perfor-
mances roused enormous interest in the celestial bodies, the wish to apprehend them, to
approach them at least in mind. These multi-coloured discs and spots of various sizes
and forms, strikingly bright or dying dim, became the objects of exclusive interest, in-
spiration and worship of the ancient men. There exists no doubt that multi-faced world
of the celestial bodies–the stars and the planets–became the third important substance
of the ancient cosmology. It was multi-complicated, diverse, mysterious substance, or-
ganically added into the world of the Earth and the sky creating, forming an organic
picture of the infinite universe. Thus, three substances, three elements: the earth, the
sky, the celestial bodies became three components of cosmological notions of the an-
cient people, supplementing, enriching, and complicating one another. An ancient man
lived in the complex world, as the Earth–a firm basis of his being, was so enormous,
now friendly, and then hostile; and the infinite sky turned to be filled with a multiplicity
of incomprehensible details, and finally the world of the stars in the sky was so multi-
faced and innumerable. A man still has to apprehend this world. Intangibly close Earth,
fields of stars lacking colours were not understood, studied, described yet. Only gen-
eral division into media or spheres, into substances or their manifestations dominated
in consciousness of the ancient people. The world has still been waiting or had already
waited for its description. The ability to remember what was seen; inclination to com-
parison, thinking with analogies assisted the ancient man in making the first steps along
the long way to understand the universe.

He could compare what he saw on the Earth with the heavenly experience. Is not
remote light on the horizon a star on the horizon, is not sea azure like the heavenly
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veil, and is movement in the sea waters like crossing of the heavenly ocean. They also
floated, these heavenly lights, floated in the black ocean of the universe. Burning heat
of the nearby bonfire, its bright yellow-orange fire, is not it like the Sun in the sky?

There are a great number of examples of analogies, with only some specification:
in the scale of unaware naivety, measured, let us say, from zero to hundred, an ancient
man was in the very end at the mark of hundred. At the same time, a rhetoric question
arises, where the contemporary mankind is now, at which mark of this scale. Neverthe-
less, naı̈ve simplicity or simply primitiveness largely contributed to the development of
the process of world awareness by an ancient man. Increasing life experience opened
more and more potentials to the ancient people, including ability of orientation in space
and time, evaluations of distances of closeness and remoteness of events and much
more. Mad flame of the bonfire, big and bright, is a close fire, and small light at the
horizon is the same bonfire, but far away. Here it is, Earth distance, method of its visual
evaluation based on simple life experience. Using his comparative capacities, inclina-
tion to analogies an ancient man could conclude that the Sun was a source of light and
warmth, it is a close bonfire, and the stars, twinkling in the remote blackness, are far-off
bonfires. And one more step was made by the ancient men, to be more exact, a small
step, but already to physics of phenomena. It is physical-chemical process we deal with
both in the first and in the second cases. As we see, to general division into spheres and
media there are added their characteristics, first of all, distances.

World of the stars steadily demanded its classification according to the traits and
properties, complexities and simplicities of the phenomena. Here an ancient man
faces the question, which would follow him persistently thousands of years after, the
question–how to divide! And in this case the ancient people could rely only upon their
experience of observation. Day by day, night by night they saw in the sky diversity of
the world of celestial bodies, differing from one another by brightness, colour, form,
size. In the heavenly depth of the night something blazed and faded, twinkled or pierc-
ingly shone, forming a complicated pattern or regular recurrence. There were too many
bright and dim stars, let us say, of yellow and red colour. There were also many dif-
ferent discs, smoothly moving in the background of the stars, something was rounded,
something prolonged, unexpectedly falling, crossing the dome of heaven. In a word,
there were many colours, forms and moves. All this multiplicity of colour was subject
to strictness of recurrence, appearance and disappearance, ascending and descending,
change of form. Groups, classes should be separated from this complex diversity of
colours and relevant places should be attached to them on the stairs of the heavenly
order. Complexity of the task could have seen insurmountable for the ancient people,
but most likely till the moment when the ancient people did not notice an essential fact.
Along with the Sun and the Moon, bright representatives of the heavenly population,
in regular performances there participated thousands of other celestial bodies, differing
by their brightness!

Consequently, it was possible to divide the entire starry diversity into bright, av-
erage and dim celestial bodies. Further on, in each of these classes, there might be
formed subclasses, dividing the stars and the planets into rather strict groups according
to brightness. Using life experience, transferring it into world of the stars, the an-
cient people concluded: bright were closer, dim were farther. And here, a scale might
be formed of heavenly distances or spheres, implying distancing of objects by their
brightness. The brightest heavenly bodies, the closest, hung just directly over the head,
average were farther, and the weakly twinkling stars were at big distances, as well as
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the far-off bonfire at the horizon. Thus, brightness of the heavenly bodies could be-
come a main instrument in formation of spatial cosmological notions of the ancient
people. Bodies–bright and close, the stars–dim and remote–were also substances of the
ancient cosmology and were subject to definite hierarchical distribution according to
brightness.

Complex regular recurrence of heavenly events was still beyond the point of un-
derstanding over the horizon of awareness. But the stars and the planets have already
occupied definite places and distances, designated for them by the mind of the ancient
man. Thus, the universe could consist of the following substances: hard and flat Earth;
the sky, covering the Earth; celestial bodies. In their turn, these celestial bodies were
regulated according to their brightness–distances. The picture of starry distribution–
heavenly order in the simplest, elementary manifestation–could have the character of
distribution of celestial bodies into three main spheres (layers): 1) lower sphere–sphere
of the Sun; 2) next sphere over it–sphere of the Moon; 3) next sphere over the Moon–
sphere of the planets and the stars. Consequently, the nearest sphere was that of the
Sun, where it existed lived, but the most remote was sphere of the twinkling stars, so
feeble and inaccessible. Nearby bonfire–the bright Sun shedding light and warmth to
the Earth; silvery light of the Moon, higher and more remote, reminded the ancient peo-
ple to orientate in the enigma of the night; dim light of far-off stars and planets could
only remind of complexity of the world and long way and weak bonfires at the horizon.

Any climatic phenomena: rain, snow, hurricane, mute movement of clouds only
complicated the picture of the world setting for the ancient people new, difficult to settle,
tasks: explanations and apprehension of what was seen. Substances of the ancient
cosmology, cosmological categories of the ancient men’s thinking have come to us
through the millennia, in peculiar forms and types, have reached us on the bearers of
relict information: in ancient pictures, ornaments, simplest articles, folklore (Simonia
& Simonia 2005; Brandt et al. 2008).

Being transferred from generation to generation, acquiring details, being enriched
with experience, they have reached us carrying inside themselves a kernel of relict in-
formation on cosmological ideas of the ancient people, on their world awareness and
their own role in this infinite world of stars and planets. Development of religions of
various forms and types played an important role in the cosmological ideas of the an-
cient people. In fact the ideas of the ancient people on the world and their religions
were bound into a single context, complex cultural alloy of belief, knowledge and ex-
perience. Bright celestial bodies and twinkling stars, complexities of heavenly events
have become symbols of different deities, which, from the viewpoint of the ancient
men, ruled the destinies of individual persons and whole peoples. The ancient men
worshipped their gods–mysterious celestial bodies: the Sun, the Moon, and the stars.
They watched rise and set of the celestial bodies, and the inexorable accuracy and re-
currence of the heavenly events witnessed force, power of these bright discs and dots.
Cult ceremonies and observations over heavenly events were bound into a knot of ev-
eryday reality of special feasts, being packed into single religiously cosmological order
of the ancient people (Simonia et al. 2009).

However, these have not yet been apprehended observations of the starry sky aim-
ing at watching over the behaviour of the celestial bodies, but it was more the passive
contemplation of the heavenly events by people, impressed and charmed by the sky,
fearing the depth of vast universe. Awareness will come later, just in the moment, when
the ancient people will understand that a strict order and recurrence of bright heavenly
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events does not only witness force, but essential instrument, natural chance, which can
be used for the well being of the mankind. Only one step was before this awareness, the
step into the millennium. But as the Earth steadily encircles around the arc of its orbit
year after year, century after century, the same with time–this alloy of fancy and reality
inexorably moves in mysterious infinity. It is evident from this that this very moment
has come; time has come of awareness and interaction. The first step of a man from the
past into the future was made.
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Abstract. Astronomical significance of Gokhnari megalithic monument (eastern
Georgia) is considered. Possible connection of Amirani ancient legend with Gokhnari
monument is discussed. Concepts of starry practicality and solar stations are proposed.

The bright yellow-orange Sun, as inexhaustible source of light and warmth, played a
special role in everyday life of the ancient people. This fiery ball, going up over the
horizon, lighted the mountains and valleys with golden light, gave boundless warmth
of its wealth to men, animals and plants. Day after day, year after year, century after
century, watching the sunrises and the sunsets behind the Sun’s smooth movement in
the blue of the heavenly ocean, the ancient people noticed inexorable regularity and re-
currence in the movement of the Sun. The Sun always rose there over those mountains,
but set, surely, behind the remote mark of the water surface, in the opposite direction.
It was also noticed that days were different, but now brightly long, then pale short. And
the Sun, kept heaving now over this mountain, then over that one. And these trans-
formations and conversions kept repeating and repeating. Experience of the ancient
people gradually expanded and deepened, embracing climatic phenomena as well. In
particular, they found out, remembered and apprehended that the sunrise in a certain
point of the horizon is a herald of long warm days, light and rain. And the sunrise
over another point witnessed the beginning of dusk and cold. Ascribing what they saw
to divine powers, believing in power of light–the God of the Sun, the ancient people,
nevertheless, started thinking how to practically use inexorable regularity and accuracy
of movement of the celestial bodies and, certainly, to use this for the benefit of the men.
Moreover, already by that time there was behind their back some construction experi-
ence of erecting the rough stone constructions and all kinds of their complexes, what
we call today megaliths.

Once one ancient morning, I will not be mistaken if I mention–one ancient eveni-
ng, a man decided to entrap a sunbeam into the trap of his intellect. Talk maybe like
this, we shall build here something, it will rise and will be caught into our stone nets,
and it will unintentionally tell us what is there in front. It is hard today to evaluate
and even more, to prove the details of the initial “interactions” of an ancient man and
celestial bodies. In addition to this, multiplicity of megalithic constructions, oriented at
significant astronomical points of the horizon, were scattered around the world and this
fact is inexorable. Many of these constructions have already been studied within the
interests of archaeoastronomy, while many others are not. Now let us discuss just these
ones. Not quite far and not quite near, in South Caucasus, the territory of Georgia is
rich in archaeological artifacts–stone monuments of different forms and constructions.
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Many of them are well studied archaeologically, but are not studied at all by the meth-
ods of archaeoastronomy (Simonia 2001). This witnesses that expected astronomical
importance of megaliths, complex constructions of the Bronze Age and antique temples
of Georgia, has not been studied. This omission should be filled up as soon as possi-
ble. An ancient layer of possible astronomical heritage can be organically added to the
single circle of the ancient cultures. For example, according to Zukhbaia (1975, p. 32):

From ruins of fortresses and cities, first of all, Gokhnari megalithic monument

should be mentioned in the river Algeti ravine, in 10 km distance from Manglisi,

the so-called Yellow mountain slope. The monument occupies 0.25 square kilo-

metre area. To the east of the dwelling there is bank of stones with clefts and

tunnels, to the west–ruins of a city and to the west from these ruins–ruins of a

fortress. In the centre of the square of buildings there is erected big pillar-like

monolith. To the east of the ruins of fortress there is natural rock used as a fence:

here we come across four shelters, five dolmens and many clefts and tunnels. The

thickness of walls is average 3 metres.

Here should be pointed that the settlement Manglisi is located southwards from Tbilisi
in approximately 30 kilometre distance.

According to L. Melikset-beg (1938):

This dwelling, being one of the biggest city and fortress ruins preserved in Georgia

up to now, is located opposite Manglisi, on the other bank of the river Algeti, in

the distance of 18 km by the road and 10 km by short way (through Mariamjvari

or Sakrisi) from Manglisi, and in 1 km distance from Gokhnari, between the so-

called Yellow mountain slope and small water, on the hill, which can be reached

only from the north-west. This dwelling of the megalith culture consists of mostly

quite big monument, which occupies 1/4 square kilometres and in the centre of

which there is seen from all sides an enormous pillar-like monolith. The dwelling

consists of 3 main parts, one of which represents a heap of stones with clefts and

tunnels eastwards from the centre; second, westwards from this centre–the ruins of

a city proper; and third, westwards from the ruins of a city–the ruins of a fortress

built on the plan of the irregular quadrangle. The fence eastwards is especially

grandiose, by the way, because natural rocks are used for its construction, one

of which is similar to two faceted (three-angled in its foundation) counterforts,

being just in the centre. Southern fence of the ruined fortress is also interesting

with its cylindrical towers, which come down like amphitheatre southwards to the

water. In all the three parts of the dwelling there are scattered shelters (about four),

dolmens (about five), clefts and tunnels (plenty), pillar-like monoliths in vertical

condition.

Small water passes by the ruins of city and fortress to the south-western direction.
It is inaccessible from every part, except north-western side, from which the road seems
to have been laid towards water and Mariamjvari, on the so-called Yellow Mountain.
That is why it is quite understandable that in the legend of Amirani, where the talk is
about the tower of Algeti mountain, which, in our opinion, should be just that ruin of
city and fortress. By the way, why it is said:

In an unknown mountain a tower they saw

Built of crystal stone,
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Brothers walked around

Failing to find the door of its.

With a variant:

There was one tower there

Built of steep rock,

Walked we around it three days and nights,

Failing to find the door of its

Or:

On an unknown mountain saw they a tower

Built of crystal stone,

Passed it around indifferently

Failing to see the door of its.

As it was mentioned above, the entire megalith dwelling occupies about 1/4 square
km area, and ruins of a fortress hold the following area: length of the northern wall
inside is 17 metres, of the southern wall, also inside, 32 metres, by length–average
(also inside) 45 metres. The wall width is average 3 metres. Despite poor quality of
printing technique of the 1930s, we reproduce here photograph published in the cited
work. This is essential as this graphical material reflects the condition of the present
monument in the first half of last century.

This megalithic monument is located in the mountains, in difficult to access local-
ity. The monument is structured and consists of the site of an ancient town, fortress,
monoliths, dolmens (Figure 1), shelters, cylindrical towers and other elements. In
our opinion, this witnesses multifunction character of this megalithic complex. In the
Bronze Age there was, probably, located a separate settlement, autonomic and self-
sufficient. Here may have lived people of common principles, cultural traditions, cos-
mological notions, and religions, united by concrete social form. They were born and
died, brought up their children, built and destroyed, sowed and reaped, fought for their
future. All this kept repeating year after year, century after century. Within this end-
less order of events, sometimes very much similar to one another as rings of the same
chain, cultural notions of these ancient people were being polished and enriched, their
knowledge on the sky were being deepened. The construction itself of this megalithic
monument, more exactly, its ruins, talk about complex functional peculiarities, impor-
tance of each element of the construction. Today, it is too difficult to precisely evaluate,
apprehend or feel deeply practical significance of this megalithic constructivism, but
probably it may have been this way as well: they lived in different constructions, they
buried their dead in dolmens and burial mounds, they buried their riches and ritual ar-
ticles behind the high and thick fortress walls, and sometimes saved their lives from
enemy raids. But pillar-like monoliths, shelters and labyrinths, and other spatial ele-
ments of the construction might have served to rather important objectives, namely, to
cult and astronomical ones.

The very complexity of this megalith construction, inter-location of monoliths,
fences, shelters and other elements witnesses that the ancient inhabitants do not only
contemplate the celestial bodies, but masterfully and accurately “caught” the light of
far-off celestial bodies. In particular, monoliths and eastern fence are located so that in
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Figure 1. Dolmen in Gokhnari (Melikset-beg 1938).

the day of solstices the Sun could rise just behind one of the monoliths (or other ele-
ments), and the sunrays of the rising Sun could for definite time penetrate into the fence
through the openings into the counterforts. Thus, the ancient people conducted accu-
rate fixation of time. A year or, to be exactly, full time could be divided by them into
seasons, warmth and cold, such important stages of their everyday life. A marker of the
beginning of this or that season was appearance of the Sun or any other celestial body
over or behind definite constructive elements of the complex. In the orientated openings
or small windows the ancient people could see, as minimum once a year, light of the
remote star or the bright Sun. To make the rays of the celestial bodies penetrate into,
designated for this, constructive details of openings, hollows, cuts, accuracy of plac-
ing the elements of the constructions of fences, columns, labyrinths should have been
quite high. This could have been reached only on the basis of knowing all the precise
details of annual motion of the heavenly bodies and, surely by means of preliminary
planning, of spatial location of all the elements of the construction. Practical imple-
mentation of all these tasks were not impeded either by mountainous relief or weight
of cyclopic stones, just on the contrary, the principle–the more the more precise–has
worked unmistakably

Thus, this was not simple contemplation. Their knowledge was accurate and reg-
ular enough, based on long-term experience of observation, probably, being transferred
from generation to generation. These ancient people were not investigators, but they
were observers and time keepers of the Bronze. The life itself–fight for existence–
forced them to “relations” with the heavenly bodies. Their main and natural device was
an eye, and additional instrument was enormous and heavy stone masterfully placed
just on the required top of that remote mountain. Here is a starry practicality laying
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the way for the ancient people through fiery centuries of merciless history. It could
have been naı̈ve simplification to discuss cosmological notions of the ancient people,
their astronomical experience out of touch with their religious views. Bright and dim
celestial bodies were for them not only guests of the dome of heaven pointing to the
way in time, but they, first of all, were different gods, objects of unrestrained worship
and respect. It is not difficult to suppose that the most powerful, the strongest and the
most important could have been god of the Sun–the brightest from the brightest ce-
lestial bodies, gifting light, warmth and hope to the ancient people. Seeing the rising
Sun, pricking rays of which penetrated once a year through the cherished opening, the
ancient people conducted cult ceremonies and started counting off the time, season of
warmth or cold. This infinite sky was the object of their worship and knowledge, the
source of their spiritual calmness and human happiness. Their belief and knowledge
were bound into the single context of indefinable and much incomprehensible, but ex-
ceptionally exact heavenly order. The very essence of the natural landscape created
additional preferences forming “fruitful ground” for developing their religious views
and astronomical knowledge.

Quite important is the southern side of the monument characterised by existence
of cylindrical towers located on the slope and directed to water. Unfortunately, pho-
tographs published in the above mentioned work do not give exact information on the
form and spatial location of these southern towers. It is too difficult now to judge the
functional designation of these elements of the construction. They could have everyday
cult or astronomical meaning.

The ancient people left for us stone evidences of their everyday life, belief, knowl-
edge. Was it done unintentionally? Did they or did not they want to leave for us their
stone wills?

And though megalithic constructivism clearly witnesses its own self, it, mean-
while, cannot talk. However, folklore have brought to us ancient Georgian legend on
Amirani, loudly speaking in the words of thousands of people living in far-off Bronze
Age and Antiquity, in the Middle Ages and living now. Amirani, as the ancient people
apprehended him, is the son of the Sun. It is considered that the epic was formed in the
middle of the second millennium BC (Georgian Encyclopedia 1975, p. 396). What is
kept in silence by stone is said loudly by the folk legend. Melikset-beg (1938) turned
his attention to this in the 30s of last century. But now, however paradoxical it is, we
have also paid our attention to this independently of him. There exists a chance that,
thousands of years later, something concealed will still be formed in the evident.

Legend on Amirani has many different variants. Different narrators, reciters, inter-
preters cite various variations of this ancient epic. On the pages of the above mentioned
work there are published small fragments of two variants. Two circumstances attract
attention; firstly, the lines of the legend mention the word broli, literally meaning “crys-
tal” in modern Georgian. Explanatory dictionary of the Georgian language, compiled
by philosopher S. S. Orbeliani (1991, p. 115), defines the word broli as “natural white
stone”. Secondly, in different variants of the epic it was talked that walking around the
tower no entrance was found to it. Proceeding from the said above, we suppose that
through millennia in the lines of the folk epic there has come to us the information on
how an enormous monument laid in white stone was towering above in the mountains
in the south of Georgia. Now we see material in the form of archaeological artifact and
virtual in the form of poly-syllabic folk epic and one is added to the other. We will try
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to expand, enrich our ideas on this monument. We use one more variant of this legend
for this (Tsiklauri 2006, p. 27) it is said in particular that:

In the unknown place they have seen a tower, built of crystal stone,

Walking around it, failed they to find door of its,

Wherever the Sun shed its light–Amirani with his knee of wolf,

There a tower opened its door, there was the door of its,

In the tower a lion was lying, wounded by giants,

There was a horse at the head, digging ground with its feet,

To the left a spear stood, its tip cutting the sky,

To the right a sword stood, its blade being of diamond,

In one corner–gold and silver, gathered,

Beside there stood a wife–shedding tears into the sea,

Having a book of paper, between fingers and fingers.

On the same page it is also said that the brothers came up to the mountains of
Algeti and discovered this tower. Analysis of this fragment of the epic, in our opin-
ion, witnesses that this folk substance of the ancient knowledge, being rhythmically
united into the single whole, experienced temporal transformation passing through the
Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Enrichment of the legend with the knowledge of corre-
sponding epochs witnesses the materials enlisted in these ancient lines, including paper.
However, root information, the basis of description itself, is most interesting. Where
the sunray fell, there Amirani passed through the open door. This, as minimum, means
that in circular construction there was one opening for the sunray. And farther, in the
tower, a wounded lion lay, to the left there was a spear, which pierced the sky, and to the
right–a sword with a diamond blade. The lion and his armour are symbolic form, indi-
rect instrument of delivering the real knowledge and religious views. This megalithic
monument near the settlement of Manglisi was in those far-off times a place where the
ancient people lived, a sanctuary, and a site of astronomical observations. Proceeding
from the said above, it may be supposed that the ancient people living in this crystal
tower worshipped the Sun, measuring the time by the motion of the heavenly bodies
and, first of all, by the Sun. Taking into account isolation of this megalithic stand, its
mountainous location and taking into consideration chronological notions of its inhab-
itants, we suggest naming such a monument (and others like it) a solar station. High
in the mountains, surrounded by the sky and the horizon, thousands of years ago, there
lived people, who worshipped the Sun and counted their time by the Sun, Certainly,
there will be found arguments in favour and against, but one thing is obvious, that the
solar stations, as the vital territory, as the cult place and the site for astronomical ob-
servations could have existed not only in Georgia, but in any other mountainous region
of the world, where people believed and lived, watched, opened the pages of a myste-
rious book of the universe one page after another. To prove or disprove the hypotheses,
expressed by us, to clarify astronomical importance of the crystal tower of the Algeti
mountains of Georgia, it is necessary to conduct regular archaeoastronomical research
of the discussed site.
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Abstract

A general overview of Georgian astronomical manuscripts is given,
and the contents of a few, dating from the 12th to the 19th

centuries, are given. A partial translation and commentary of
manuscript A883, entitled Cosmos, and dating from the 18th cen-
tury, is presented.

1. Introduction

A set of Georgian astronomical manuscripts is one of the most im-
pressive testimonies of the evolution of the astronomical world view in
Georgia, an evidence of development of scientific approach, a unique
bearer of astronomical information, that has come down to us through
Georgia’s centuries-old history. Those hard centuries had brought up
thousands of causes and reasons that could erase or consign to obliv-
ion the unique scientific material. This might have happened to many
old Georgian manuscripts. Nevertheless, museums, research institutes,
libraries in Georgia, France, Russia, Greece and other European coun-
tries, and libraries and archives in Oriental countries house hundreds of
old Georgian astronomical and astrological manuscripts, written in the
old Georgian alphabet Asomtavruli (used in the 5th–10th centuries), and
Nuskhuri (11th–17th centuries) as well as Mkhedruli (used since the 18th

century up to our days). Usually, the term Khutsuri, according to the
comments frequently occurring for Georgian manuscripts, implies two
Georgian alphabets – Asomtavruli and Nuskhuri (Machavariani 1984).
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2. Astronomical Manuscripts

The astronomical manuscripts contain descriptions of celestial phenom-
ena, the Sun, the Moon and planets, calendar systems, observation and
calculation methods and other kinds of information. Many manuscripts
give also descriptions of the climate and seasons, of certain geographical
points, and mention names of astronomers and philosophers. A part of
this complex of manuscripts is clearly of astrological nature, devoted
to prophesizing human fortunes according to positions of the celes-
tial bodies and celestial phenomena. This layer of historico-scientific
information has been little studied and actually remains unknown to
the western world. It is worth mentioning here Chagunava’s (1990)
Vakhtang Bagrationi’s Activities in Natural Sciences, in which the au-
thor analysed several old Georgian manuscripts. Vakhtang VI Bagra-
tioni (1675–1737) was a Georgian king, military leader and scientist.

Keeping close scientific and cultural contacts with countries of the
western and oriental worlds, Georgia with her original old culture and
scientific tradition absorbed elements of oriental cultures and cultural
achievements of Western Europe. In this way a unique alloy of the origi-
nal Georgian, Eastern and Western cultures was formed, and is reflected
in the Georgian manuscripts, these historico-astronomical “mirrors”.

Old Georgian astronomical manuscripts bear purely Georgian, as
well as Persian, Greek and other names of places, persons and terms all
written in Georgian; all non-Georgian names or terms being translit-
erated into Georgian alphabet characters. On the other hand, old
Georgian astronomical manuscripts comprise purely Georgian scien-
tific material. Reading their pages one can easily feel the beauty of
the language, and the traditional world view of the Georgian author or
translator. For many years, Georgian astronomical manuscripts used to
be a subject of study only for philologists and linguists, both Georgian
and foreign, their scientific aspect and significance remaining some-
what neglected. Now that nations and cultures are mixing, vigorously
exchanging information, time has come to change that practice: by
allowing the philologists to continue admiring the beauty of the lan-
guage, it is our task to reveal the astronomical aspects of old Georgian
manuscripts to present-day historians and astronomers. We find it es-
sential to create a Georgian-English dictionary of historico-astronomical
terms and names with their transcriptions, a project that would require
great efforts. Another useful contribution would be the publication of
English or French translations of some of the most important Geor-
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Figure 1. Astronomical manuscript A883, pages 18 and 19.

gian astronomical manuscripts with explanatory notes, comments and
glossaries.

It is important to determine the total number of astronomical
manuscripts written by Georgian authors, the number of those trans-
lated from other languages and the number of mixed manuscripts. This
is a multilateral, time-consuming task, since many of the manuscripts
were copied and re-copied many times. We hope that this task will be
tackled in the future.

We will now consider several old Georgian astronomical manu-
scripts. The descriptions will contain our approaches and views and
will, therefore, vary in volume – some will be brief, others more exten-
sive. Old Georgian astronomical manuscripts are kept in the Research
Institute of Manuscripts of the Georgian Academy of Sciences (Simo-
nia 2001). The first catalogue of Georgian astronomical manuscripts
was prepared by Kevanishvili (1951); the original is now kept at the
Astronomy department of Tbilisi State University.
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Figure 2. Astronomical Manuscript A883, pages 30 and 31.

Let us now dwell on the description of some manuscripts mentioned
in Dr. Kevanishvili’s catalogue. Number A24 is a Khutsuri manuscript
of the 12th century AD, and signed by Efrem Mtsire, a Georgian philol-
ogist, philosopher and translator, who lived around the turn of the 11th

to the 12th century. Its page 58 features 12 zodiacal constellations. The
manuscript contains two books written by Ioanne Damaskeli (Ioannes
Damaskenos) under the title Legends. Number A442 is a 75-page Khut-
suri manuscript from the 15th century, containing a calendar from the
1st day of September to the 31st day of August. Number A684 is a
Khutsuri manuscript of the 11th century. The manuscript comprises
several chapters, one bearing the title About the World. The Khutsuri
manuscript A718 of the 14th century gives descriptions of lunar days.

The Mkhedruli manuscript A889 written in the late 18th or early
19th century gives descriptions of the passage of the Moon through
the constellations, defining the zodiac, identifying constellations by
the stars, giving the entry of the Sun into the constellations, and
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the appearance and disappearance of the Moon. Another Mkhedruli
manuscript, H503, dating from 1808, gives descriptions of the Moon
and stars, as well as ephemerides. The Mkhedruli manuscript S5237
from the 19th century describes the science of the Sun and the Moon.

This is only a small part of information contained in Dr. Kevan-
ishvili’s catalogue. Its descriptions are somewhat irregular, and occa-
sionally rather disordered. We tried to keep the author’s style, both in
the terms and complete sentences. It is hardly possible to judge the
accuracy of the catalogued description of the above listed manuscripts
without actually reading them. Therefore, the catalogue can be re-
garded only as the first approximation of a large unified catalogue of
Georgian astronomical manuscripts that has to be created by collective
efforts. What makes Dr. Kevanishvili’s catalogue particularly valuable
is that it is the first regular code of information about Georgian astro-
nomical manuscripts. Among the manuscripts listed above, there are
original works of Georgian authors as well as translations. Unfortu-
nately, they have not been studied for their astronomical significance;
some of them are in quite poor condition and need to be copied and
restored for future generations of researchers.

3. Astronomical Manuscript A883

Let us discuss in detail the Mkhedruli manuscript A883 of the 18th

century, catalogued under the title Cosmos. It consists of 42 pages and
is divided into chapters. The first chapter is named On the Heavens:
in what amount the heavens exist, what they are made of, and by whose
order. On the first page the text begins with

“The Creator built this World with His wisdow and power.
And He made the World visible. . . To create the World
He used four matters – the fire, the wind, the water and
the earth. These are the foundation of everything and each
other’s opposites. From these matters He created meadows
and beasts. And no other matter was heavier than the
earth, more fluid than the water; no other matter was more
mobile than the air (wind), no other matter was brighter
than the fire.”

We will try here to render a translation, as close as possible to
the original text, although it is a rather difficult task. The anonymous
writer describes, in the first place, the very first steps of creation of
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the Universe. There are some exchangeable terms used in the text, for
instance the wind is replaced by the word air as a synonym. Another
point worth noticing is that the author refers to the opposition of differ-
ent forms of matter. Is that a reference to previous sources or does the
unknown author realize the differences in the physical nature of these
forms of matter? This way of interpreting things was quite common in
the 18th century, though.

On the second page of the manuscript we read

“And the Great Prophet Moses said: He created for the
basis the Heaven and the world. The Heaven presents two
matters – the fire and the air; and the world is made of two
matters – the earth and the water. And while He created
those four matters, the art of His wisdom showed itself in
putting, the heaviest earth below, and placing the water on
the earth, and setting the air which was lighter than water,
above the water, and placing the fire which was lighter than
air, above the air, with moisture observable in the air itself.”

The second chapter of the manuscript begins on page 5 and has
the title About a second Heaven and about its motion. The author
continued with the description of the process of creation of the world
referring to the bible, in a way simplifying and abridging the biblical
text.

Chapter 7 about the airy Heaven in which the Luminaries are starts
on page 17. The anonymous author writes:

“As the Holy Bible says, God made lights (Luminaries) and
set them in the Heaven to give light upon the Earth. The
airy Heaven is divided into 8 parts, 7 of which are called
planets and the eighth is the sphere of planets. Those which
are planets are called seven circumferences, seven belts,
seven Heavens. Each Heaven is one planet. And the planets
are listed from the highest to the lowest: Zokhal, Mushtar,
Marikh, Shems, Zokhre, Otarid and Kamaz. These names
are Persian. For the Georgians they are Kronos, Dia, Area,
Mze, Tsiskari, Ermi and Mtovare. The 4th, 5th and 7th

names are Georgian; the others are in a different language.
And that which is called the sphere of planets and which is
a planet-sphere itself, has a face of 12 beasts. The Heaven
has 12 parts. Each beast has its place in the Heaven.”
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Figure 3. Astronomical manuscript A883, pages 32 and 33.

Then, the author continues to name the zodiacal constellations
giving each of them a number and a country. The list of countries
includes both Eastern and Western ones. For instance, “Sagittarius
has thick thighs and the country is Italy 9, Capricornus has two knees
and the country is Asurastan 10, Aquarius has juice and the country is
Egypt 11, Pisces has two legs and the country is India 12.” The Gemini
constellation had no country and the name followed by a free space and
a comma. Fig. 1 shows pages 18–19 of the manuscript with the names
of planets and constellations with the respective countries. The pages
in this manuscript are lettered. The writer continues:

“and there are 12 beasts in the Heaven and 12 months in a
year, and each beast has 30 degrees which are 30 days of a
month. The Heaven has 360 degrees which are 360 days of a
year, and 5 more additional days appear as small fractions
of another chronology.”
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Further, the writer describes the calendar system, dividing time into
centuries. It should be pointed out that the author uses oriental, Greek
and Georgian names of the Luminaries. Many of foreign names acquired
a Georgian tinge, obviously, owing to their fragmentary use during a
long period of time. The author uses 3 names that are purely Georgian:
Mze – the Sun, Mtovare – the Moon, Tsiskari – Venus. The questions
of origin of the Georgian names and adaptation of foreign names in the
Georgian language were analysed by Simonia and Simonia (1994).

It is worth noticing that the author put the heavenly bodies in a
certain order, from the most distant Saturn to the nearest to us, the
Moon. And what did the author expect to follow the Moon? – It was
certainly the Earth. Here we have a clear geocentric world attitude of
the author. In the 18th century? Was it late Georgian geocentrism?. . .

Chapter 8 begins on page 20: How does the Celestial Sphere Move
ad Rotate and How Do the Sun, the Moon and the Stars Move? The
author writes:

“what is that motion of the Heaven; at what time will half
of the beast’s face rise; this half-face is 15th degree, and
5 degree is equal to one order which is equal to one hour.
And when the full face of the beast rises, 2 orders of day
will pass.”

It should be mentioned here that the author used the term tsvai, which
can be translated into English as share, order, quarter.

Then the writer gives an example of finding the Sun in the con-
stellation of Aries (spring). He describes the movement of the zodiacal
constellations in the sky, for instance, how Aries would, within a certain
period of time set behind the horizon in the West, as he put it, into
the inner hemisphere, On page 22, we find a description of repetition
of rising and setting of constellations, the Sun, the Moon and stars.

Page 22 opens with Chapter 9: What Examples Evidence that the
Sun and Other Luminaries Move from the East. The text runs:

“You should also know that the Heaven rotates from the
East to the West while the Sun and the Moon and stars
move from the West to the East, and their beams will fall
southwards.”

Furthermore, the author describes in general terms the phenomenon of
culmination of celestial bodies. With some faults though, he touches
upon the annual motion of the Sun and other bodies, giving further ex-
amples, clarifying the diurnal and the annual motion of celestial bodies,
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examples that refer to the life of people and animals. The writer con-
tinues: You should also know, that when the Moon is new, it will move
into the Sun and will appear in the West. Day after day, facing the
East, it will move and when it becomes 12 days old, it will become faint
and appear in the East. Apparently, the author is trying to describe
the lunar phases. Later in the text, the writer refers to the rotation
of the Earth around its axis. Then again he goes back to the Sun’s
annual movement through the zodiacal constellations, giving some of
their names.

Analyzing the text of the manuscript, one may come to a dual con-
clusion, namely that the material was set out in a somewhat irregular
and inconsistent way, though, on the other hand, the author was clearly
aware of the essence of the phenomena he was describing. Here arises
the question whether the author of the manuscript obtained this knowl-
edge from his personal experience and observations, or whether he only
compiled data, results and theories of other scientists. He seems to have
possessed a regular knowledge of astronomy that he had acquired from
contemporary sources. At the same time, he might have accumulated
his own, rather rich experience of an observer.

Page 25 starts with chapter 10, About the four parts of a year. The
text of the chapter tells:

“There is another motion and transition of the luminaries
which descend from the North to the South and ascend from
the South to the North and give rise to four sections of a
year – spring and summer, autumn and winter. There are
four sides: East, and West, North and South. And wise
men divided the world into 12 parts.

When the Sun goes into Aries and when Libra appears op-
posite Aries in the West, day and night will become equal
and spring will set in. Following this, every day will grow by
one part. And the Sun will rise facing the North. And the
Sun will pass there faces of beasts – Aries, Taurus, Gem-
ini and there will be spring. When the spring time sets in,
seedlings and plants will come to life, people will look beau-
tiful, flowers will bloom, and birds will be born. And after
the Sun has moved to the North, though the faces of three
beasts, the spring time will be over, and the Sun will go into
Cancer and summer time will begin.”

We might have re-shaped stylistically the translation of the nar-
ration of the anonymous author, but we consider the manuscript as a
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historico-scientific document and give a more or less verbatim trans-
lation, retaining its roughness and inconsistency. The author’s ideas
are quite clear. Despite some lack of perfection, they reveal the au-
thor’s understanding of the reasons for the annual changes in the Sun’s
altitude above the horizon depending on its ecliptical motion.

Chapter 11 tells About Seven Belts Which are Spoken of as Seven
Worlds, and they Are Called Seven Heavens. We read:

“These seven Heavens are places for seven planets. These
seven planets are Zokhali, Mushtari, Marikhi, Shamsi, Zokh-
rai, Otaridi, Kamari. . . The first belt is Mtovare, which is
called Silinus by the Hellenes, Luna by the Romans, Kamar
by the Turks, Lusin by the Haoses and it is not far from the
world of stars, and the degree of its motion is narrow and
short. Its sphere is small and it spends two hours in every
degree, diminishing by a fourth part, and spends two-and-
a-half days in every beast’s face, and completes the whole
Heaven within 29 and a half days, then gets a new birth
and everything begins all over again.”

We see that the author gives different names to the Moon, from Mtovare
in Georgian to Lusin in the language of the Haoses (Armenians). He
also describes the lunar motion, and defines precisely enough its synodic
period. The author continues:

“The second belt that is above the Moon is called Failatsu
by the Haos people, Irmi by the Hellenes, Mergurush by
the Dalmati people, Otarid by the Turks. This luminary
completes its orbit in 10 months. The third belt is Lus-
abir for the Haoses, Tsiskari for the Georgians, Aphroditi
for the Hellenes, Venusveiro for the Romans and Zokhra
for the Turks; and this luminary completes its orbit in 10
months. The fourth belt is called Mze by the Georgians,
Sola by the Romans, Origav by the Haoses, Ilinus by the
Hellenes, Shams by the Turks. This luminary spends 30
days in the face of each beast. The fifth belt is called Khrat
by the Haoes, Area by the Hellenes, Marush by the Ro-
mans, Marikh by the Turks. This luminary stays in the
face of a beast for 40 days. The sixth is called Lusintag by
the Haoses, Zevs by the Hellenes, Jupiter by the Romans,
Mushtar by the Turks. This luminary stays in each degree
for 12 days. The seventh is the uppermost; the Haoses refer
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to it as Irivak, the Hellenes as Cronos, the Romans as Sat-
urn and the Turks as Zokhal. This luminary stays in each
degree for 30 days, and it will pass through the faces of all
12 beasts in 30 years.”

Figures 2 and 3 show pages 30, 31 and 32, 33, respectively. This
is actually the complete 11th chapter of the manuscript.

An analysis of the abovementioned text section reveals the author’s
good knowledge of astronomical achievements in different foreign coun-
tries. He mentioned Georgians, Hellenes, Romans, Haoses, Dalmats,
Turks, which means that he has studied astronomical sources in dif-
ferent languages, such as Greek, Turkish and others. This is evidence
of his good general education, in particular, his high level training in
astronomy. However, there are some flaws in the definition of periods
of rotation of some celestial bodies. Were they errors in the sources
or his own mistakes in some measurements? – It is hardly possible to
answer this question at present.

The author gives a wrong period of revolution of Mercury. The
period of rotation of Venus was given with a smaller error (we mean its
sidereal period). However, the author was correct in giving the period
of rotation of the Sun through the zodiacal constellations. And again,
quite a big mistake was made in the period of rotation of Mars.

Assuming, that the term “degree” implied 1.01 angular degrees,
the period of rotation of Jupiter will be equal to 4277.2 terrestrial days.
This value is close enough to that of the true sideric period of the planet.
The author was quite precise, too, in giving the period of rotation of
Saturn. Our assumption that each degree is equal to 1.01 is correct,
which is confirmed by the author of the manuscript when he states for
Saturn “30 days in one degree”. Calculation based on the assumption
of 1 degree being actually 1.01, results in the number 10693, i.e. 29.3
years. The slight difference between the value 29.3 derived from the
author’s assumption and the value 30 cited by him elsewhere might
have been a result of some errors in the calculations, or using data
from two different sources, for instance, an older manuscript and his
own calculations.

After the 11th chapter, the contents of the manuscript alters a
little, its narration changing from a schematic, step-by-step style to
a more generalized one. The author proceeds considering the cyclic
character of natural phenomena, though not their agronomical aspects,
but climatic ones. The narration itself sounds more like a lecture on
nature. It is worth pointing out that in this part of the manuscript the
writer, referring to the celestial bodies, no longer used the Georgian
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term mnatobi meaning luminary, that was used in chapters 1 to 11,
but another Georgian word, varskvlavi, meaning star. It appears that
the author refers to other literary sources while writing this part of
the manuscript. Chapters 12 to 22 are devoted to the descriptions of
changes in the weather throughout a year, to the wind, mist and other
phenomena. The writer describes the rainbow, with quite a correct
general perception of its nature. He tries to describe the appearance
of a meteor and some other events. On the whole, this part of the
manuscript is of somewhat ambiguous character. On the one hand,
some events are treated correctly from a physical point of view; on the
other, a number of phenomena are misinterpreted. For instance, in the
description of the thunderstorm, he does not even suspect that the light
and the sound move at different velocities.

The text of the manuscript contains neither mathematical descrip-
tions of natural phenomena, nor graphs and drawings. It is rather of a
descriptive, narrative character. Neither the first nor the last pages of
the manuscript reveal the name of the author or the writer. Consider-
ing the contents and style of the manuscript, it appears to be a brief
manual or text book on elementary cosmography. Anyone possessing
an intermediate level or respective knowledge could study the mate-
rial and apply it in practice. The contents of the manuscript seems to
have been designed for scholars of intermediate grades, both of clerical
and secular schools. The style of the narrative, the author’s level of
interpretation of natural events, the list of the countries cited and the
fact that the writer used the Mkhedruli alphabet, as well as characters
of the old Asomtavruli alphabet, all strongly indicate a 18th century
origin of this manuscript. In that age, without technical devices for
making copies, rewriting of historical and historico-scientific materials
was the only possible way to preserve them. They were copied again
and again, year after year, century after century. This is the way how
many old Georgian historical and scientific documents have reached us.
And here credit goes to scientists and philosophers as well as to numer-
ous clergymen who had been copying for us old Georgian manuscripts
and documents. They seemed to take care of the history of science and
history of religion, realizing the importance of handing down the in-
heritance of knowledge, skills, ideas to future generations. If the above
considerations are correct, this copy from the 18th century may be based
on an original Georgian manuscript of the 11− 16th centuries, and this
fact may give us the clue to the puzzle of the late Georgian geocentrism.

As concerns the dating of the plausible original manuscript, two
points should be mentioned: (a) the Mkhedruli alphabet used in the
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document doubtlessly indicates an 18th century origin of its composi-
tion; and (b) the copyist of this elementary cosmography never used the
ancient Georgian names of the luminaries: Jimagi (Mercury), Mtiebi
(Venus), Tarkhoni (Mars), Obi (Jupiter), Morige (Saturn). These an-
cient Georgian names had been used both in western and eastern parts
of Georgia up to the third century AD (Simonia 2001). Items (a) and
(b) may serve as additional indicators in the process of exact dating of
this elementary cosmography. The scientific contents and the style of
narration suggest that the original belonged to the mid-period of the
process of formation of the Georgian astronomical world view. A cor-
rect dating of the original text is a complicated task calling for further
investigation.

The analysis of the “Elementary Cosmography” is certainly not
completed. The document ought to be compared with similar foreign
sources. In short, it will take quite a lot of efforts, but the first step has
been made, and we will appreciate any ideas, questions and counter-
arguments.
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Abstract: Ethnographic records and Georgian literature contain useful information about ancient Georgian 
astronomical knowledge systems and beliefs, with specific reference to time-keeping, the months of the year, the 
planets, individual stars and specific asterisms, star clusters, the Milky Way, and various kinds of ancient 
astronomical instruments.  In this paper we examine a selection of such material. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 

Lately, significant attention has been directed to the 
study of ancient Georgian astronomy (see Chagunava, 
1990; Georgobiani, 1986; Kharadze and Cochlashvili, 
1958; Simonia et al., 1994, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004, 
2005).  General trends in the development of ancient 
Georgian astronomy have been outlined; problems 
connected with the functioning of old scientific 
centers—and particularly observatories—have been 
discussed; biographical sketches of a number of im-
portant Georgian astronomers and philosophers have 
been presented; and papers and books discussing 
calendar systems, old manuscripts and books, and 
artifacts having archaeoastronomical significance have 
been published.  However, much remains to be done, 
particularly in relation to  
 

1) ethnographical accounts containing information 
about the sky and celestial phenomena;  

2)   stone constructions, ruins, monuments, cult places, 
temples and churches dating from the Bronze Age 
to the Middle Ages, and their archaeoastronomical 
and ethno-cosmological significance; and 

3)   the complex of ancient Georgian astronomical and 
astrological manuscripts stored at various institu-
tions, archives and museums both in Georgia and 
elsewhere.  

 

In this paper we contribute to the first of these 
priority areas by reviewing the astronomical evidence 
preserved in a variety of ethnographic sources before 
briefly examining astronomical references contained in 
some Georgian literature. 

 
2  ETHNOGRAPHIC RECORDS AS SOURCES OF  
    GEORGIAN ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION  
 

For the purposes of this study, we subjected the fol-
lowing groups of records to comprehensive analyses: 
(1) ethnographical notes and investigations carried out 
by Georgian ethnographers and historians during the 

twentieth century; and (2) various books and diction-
aries published at different times in Georgia.  Of 
course, this material is not uniform, but it contains a 
variety of interesting facts that reflect the knowledge 
of ancient Georgians about the sky, celestial bodies 
and impressive astronomical phenomena.  Much of 
this knowledge had practical applications in everyday 
life, either during agricultural practices, or in 
direction-finding while voyaging.  While some astro-
nomical knowledge was modified or lost with the 
passage of time, basic concepts about the Universe 
survived through to the present day.  We believe that 
the motivating mechanisms that led to accumulation  
of this celestial knowledge were: (1) the need for 
orientation and to fix time in order to maintain a 
continuous agricultural cycle; (2) the need for local 
and global spatial orientation, in order to bring the 
land into cultivation (i.e. to be able to build roads, 
construct settlements, etc.), as well as for military 
purposes; and (3) the need to ‘interact’ with bright 
heavenly bodies for cultic, religious purposes.  These 
were the main factors that served to stimulate the 
accumulation and adaptation of knowledge about 
heavenly phenomena, knowledge that was used by 
ancient people in everyday life.  Among ancient 
Georgians, this eventually led to the formation of a 
rather harmonious ethno-cosmological system of be-
liefs.  However, our knowledge of this system is far 
from complete, for we only have snippets of informa-
tion drawn from scattered ethnographical sources.  Let 
us now examine some of this fragmentary evidence.  

 

2.1  Orbeliani’s Dictionary of the Georgian  
       Language 
 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Georg-
ian philosopher Sulkhan Saba Orbeliani (1658–1725) 
composed an explanatory dictionary of the Georgian 
language (Sitkvis kona = Bunch of Words), which 
included various astronomical words and terms.  This 
dictionary was based of early Georgian and foreign 
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manuscripts, and the meanings of some of the astro-
nomical terms were discussed by Simonia and Simonia 
(1994), who took into account the sources used when 
compiling the dictionary and the philosophical ideas of 
its author.   
 

The final edition of Orbeliani’s dictionary, published 
under the editorship of Abuladze in 1993, contains 
some terms relating to the calendar.  For example, on 
pages 650-651 in the second volume the names of the 
months are given, not just in Georgian but also in  
Latin, Arabic, Turkish, Greek and Assyrian.  More-
over, it is interesting that the author gives two different 
types of Georgian names for the months: the ancient 
Georgian literary names and the folk names. First, we 
shall list the folk names: gantskhadebis tve, 
phebervali, marti, aprili, maisi, ivanobis tve, kvirikobis 
tve, mariamobis tve, enkenis tve, gvinobis tve, 
giorgobis tve and kristeshobis tve (in that order).  In 
English, these respectively mean: the month of 
Appearance, February, March, April, May, the month 
of Ivanoba, the month of Kvirikoba, the month of St. 
Mary, the month of Enkeni, the month of vine-making, 
the month of  St. George and the month of Christmas.  
From the names it is obvious that the months were 
connected with important agricultural periods (e.g. the 
month of vine-making), as well as with the names of 
Christian Saints and with the birth of Christ.  The 
dictionary demonstrates that these folk names for the 
months were used from the fourth century AD through 
to the eighteenth century.   
 

For comparison we now give the ancient Georgian 
literary names for the months: apani, surtskunisi, 
mirkani, igrika, vardobis, marialis, tibis, kveltobisa, 
akhaltslisa, stvlisa, tirisknis and tirisdeni.  The mean- 
ings of some of these names are clear, but others have 
still to be interpreted.  For example, tibis tve (the 
seventh month), means the time of haymaking; 
akhaltslis tve (the ninth month), is the first month of a 
new year; and stvlis tve (the tenth month), means the 
month of counting—when they would count the 
harvest, and in particular the grape harvest.   

 

It is clear that Orbeliani’s dictionary contains valu-
able information about the astronomical and calendri-
cal knowledge of the Georgian people, and that it 
warrants further study. 

 
2.2  Javakhishvili’s Materials about the History of  
      Georgian Local Manufactures and Small 
      Handicrafts 
 

In 1983 a five-volume study titled Materials about the 
History of Georgian Local Manufactures and Small 
Handcrafts was published, based on ethnographic 
information gathered by I. Javakhishvili in villages 

throughout Georgia.
1
  We found an interesting extract 

in the second part of the fourth volume, on page 154:  
 

When the time comes to let oxen off the plough, they 
(the drovers and ploughmen) eat.  The day drover and 
ploughman go to sleep, while the night drovers send the 
cattle to pasture.  When an ox is tired, it does not eat, 
but lies down to rest.  A good drover does not allow it 
to lie and makes it eat.  Otherwise, the following day a 
hungry ox cannot work.  When the ox is sated, it lies 
down.  A good drover does not lie down until the ox 
lies down.  Then the drover lies down and puts his head 
on the ox.  When the ox gets up, the drover wakes up.  
At dawn the ox usually runs away.  It is tired of work.  
The drover needs to be very watchful and not allow the 
ox to run away.  The ox goes far away to a pasture and 
the drover should know the time when to bring it back 
in order to yoke the ox in time.  Night drovers compete 
with each other, and ploughmen compete in yoking the 
oxen.  Drovers judged the dawn by the stars.  When 
Mravalai was leveled, the drover sent the cattle to 
pasture.  Little by little Mravalai declined and it was 
assumed that after Mravalai rose Sastsvrebi, and at the 
very end – Chkita or Tsiskari.  Prior to Tsiskari, 
Khariparia rose.  The drover looked up, saw Khariparia 
and used to say: “I can sleep a little more.”  He went to 
sleep and the ox ran away and was lost (an ox usually 
runs away at dawn).  That is why this star is called 
“Khariparia”. (Our translation). 

 

First of all, it should be noted that “Khariparia” in 
English means “a runaway ox”; “Mravalai” means 
multiplicity; “Sastsvrebi” is Libra; “Chkita” is to peep 
out; and “Tsiskari” can mean “the door of the heaven”   
although it was also the name of the planet Venus. 
Ethnographers believe that the story of Khariparia has 
been part of Georgian folklore from time immemorial 
since farming has a long history in Georgia (see 
Assatiani et al., 1997; Braund, 1994). 
 

We chose several stars as possible candidates for the 
‘role’ of Khariparia on the basis of the following cri-
teria, and estimated the changes in their coordinates 
over the last two thousand years as a result of pre-
cession.  
 

1) The star had an apparent visual magnitude ≥1.5, in 
that it had to be bright enough to be conspicuous to 
an inexperienced observer.  

2) Since it was visible following the spring period of 
sowing, we only chose stars with right ascensions 
between 18h and 05h 30m. 

3) Given variations in Georgia’s latitude, only stars 
with 

 
declinations north of –20° were considered.  

 

We used the Simbad Astronomical Database for this 
analysis, and the results are presented in Table 1.  This 
shows that the only viable candidates are α Lyr 
(Vega), α Aql (Altair) and α Cyg (Deneb).  All of 
these bright stars could attract the attention of ancient 
drovers and ploughmen. 

 
 

 
 

Table 1: Khariparia candidates. 
 

Name Magnitude α 2000 
(Simbad) 

� 2000 

(Simbad) 

α Lyr (Vega) 
α Aql (Altair) 
α Cyg (Deneb) 

α Tau  (Aldebaran) 
β Ori (Rigel) 
α Aur (Capella) 

0.03 
0.76 
1.25 
0.86 
0.3 

0.03 

18 36 96.3 
19 50 46.9 
20 41 25.9 
04 35 55.23 
05 14 32.27 
05 16 41.35 

+38 47 01 
+08 52 05 
+45 16 49 
+16 30 33 
–08 12 05 
+45 59 52 
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We then decided to extend the search to other 
objects and examined binary stars, wide pairs of 
double stars and selected variable stars, and so on, but 
none of these objects proved to be a suitable candidate 
on the basis of the aforementioned criteria. 
 

2.3  Bochoridze’s Tusheti Ethnographic-folklore 
       Material 
 

In his book on Tusheti ethnography and folklore, G. 
Bochoridze (1993; our translation) writes:  
 

Below I give brief information collected by me in the 
village of Omalo on celestial bodies.  They are the stars: 
Khariparia, Tsiskari, Gutneuli, Jaraebi – a row of stars, 
Mravalai, Tsultokhebi – resembling a sickle.  In spring 
they follow Mravalai at the distance of one sabeli (the 
unit of measurement in old Georgia), and in winter they 
are far from each other. 
 

Stars:  
 

1. Tsultokhebi – rise in summer at supper-time, in the 
month of “Giorgobistve” they rise at midnight, they are 
5 stars.  
2. Mravalai follows Tsultokhebi as a cluster. Now it is 
called Jaraebi (Mravalai was its early name). 
3. Tsiskari follows them, in summer – in the evening, in 
the month of Giorgobistve - at night, in supper time (in 
the morning it sets at dawn).  It rises before sunrise, it is 
one star. 
4. Mejoge, Jogis Tsiskari is one star.  It rises after mid-
night and is a big star. 
5. Irmebis Nakhtomi (Jump of deer).  An ox and a deer 
competed with each other in serving a peasant, in 
adroitness and in ability.  The ox won and the deer was 
torn into two parts when it jumped.  
 

The ethnographers who collected this information 
probably did not have detailed astronomical know-
ledge or observing experience, and this is why they did 
not try to identify the different stars.  What can we 
deduce? 

 

It is interesting that in spring Tsiskari, Gutneuli, 
Jaraebi and Tsultokhebi follow Mravalai at a definite 
distance and then the distance between them increases.  
This indicates that some of these stars are ‘wandering’ 
stars, i.e. planets.  Among them is Tsiskari, which we 
identify as Venus, and Mejoge—another planet which 
rises after midnight.  However, our identification of 
Tsiskari and Mejoge as planets creates certain prob-
lems in that the positions of the planets change in the 
sky in the course of the year and from year to year, but 
this peculiarity is not reflected in the ethnographic 
record.  

 

Also of interest in the above-mentioned quote is   
the “Jump of deer.”  In our opinion, this short legend 
shows how the ancient Georgian peasants described 
the faint strip of light that crossed the sky—namely the 
Milky Way.  In modern Georgian, the Milky Way is 
translated as the ‘jump of deer’, whereas the Georgian 
Encyclopaedia (Volume 5, page 225) gives the follow-
ing ancient Georgian synonyms for the Jump of Deer 
(Irmis nakhtomi): Trace of an Ox, The Way to 
Jerusalem, The Leg of a Bear and the Trace of a 
Bear’s Knee.  

 

S. Menteshashvili (1943) throws light on some of 
the other astronomical terms listed above.  For in-
stance, Gutneuli (which he terms Khargutani) is the 
constellation of Ursa Major, while Mravalai relates to 
Ursa Minor.  The Georgian Encyclopedia (Volume 8, 
page 106) shows that the names Mravalai and Khomli 

(mentioned below in Section 2.4) are ancient Georgian 
synonyms for the Pleiades star cluster.  The fact that 
the Pleiades lie within the constellation of Taurus is 
interesting from the viewpoint of the origin of the 
different names. 
 
2.4  Khomli Stars in Oral Stories and Chronicles  
 

Let us now consider the book by M. Makalatia (1972), 
in which he describes some ancient traditions associ-
ated with pasturing of sheep in different seasons.  For 
example, on page 50 we read:  
 

The people living in the villages of Khizabavra and 
Zveli still remember the ancient traditions of determin-
ing the time of driving the cattle.  After the week of 
Khomli they could drive the cattle over an upper 
mountain, as snow was not expected any more.  The 
week Khomli comes in the month of Tibatve, when a 
group of Khomli stars appear.  Khomli rises on the 6th 
day of Tibatve, but till 12 Tibatve it is not seen by eye.  
During this week great care is taken with the sheep 
being in the open air.  The peasants … believe that 
Khomli is dangerous in the morning, when sheep still 
lie in sheep-pens.  If Khomli rises above the lying 
sheep, it “strikes them and causes the falling-off of their 
hair and the ulceration of their heads and faces” 
(Khizabavra) ... In the morning they wake the sheep and 
drive them (Zveli).  In the village of Zveli, during the 
Khomli week sheep are driven to the nearby fields at 
the edge of the forest, where there is a protected place 
Cholaka. (Our translation). 

 

Georgian peasants knew of the heliacal rises of the 
stars, but they were afraid of this phenomenon.  Such 
beliefs probably originated in pagan times (i.e. prior to 
the fourth century AD in Georgia).  The above ethno-
graphic fragment contains ancient data from a period 
when Georgians still used ancient terms—including 
Tibatve—for the names of the months. 
 

The Georgian chronicle Kartlis Tskhovreba (Des-
cription of the Kingdom of Georgia) by Vakhushti 
Batonishvili (1973) also refers to Khomli.  In Volume 
4 on page 762 we find (our translation): 
 

… to the west of the Rioni [a river in western Georgia] 
at the base of the mountain is Khomli rock, which is 
very high.  It deserves such a name on account of its 
height.  It was identified with the star Khomli.  In this 
rock a cave was cut, which was inaccessible to enemies, 
and this was used to store the Kings’ treasures. (Vak-
hushti Batonishvili (1696–1784), Georgian historian 
and geographer, and the son of the Georgian King 
Vakhtang VI Bagrationi).  

 

This Georgian chronicle accommodates a long period 
in Georgian history, from antiquity to the eighteenth 
century AD.  Meanwhile, the brief above-mentioned 
quote indicates that a) knowledge of the Khomli star 
was widespread in Georgia in the past; and b) the 
exact spot where Khomli was seen to rise was 
observed by ancient astronomers from the high rock 
bearing the same name. 
 
2.5  Bedukadze’s Popular System of Time  
       Determination … 
 

In a monograph relating to systems of ancient Georg-
ian time-determination, S. Bedukadze (1968; our 
translation) says:  
 

In Khevi [a region of Georgia] they have a cult-
ceremony, the so called “Astvaglakhoba”.  On New 
Year’s Eve, three archpriests ascend to the top of 
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“Sameba” for the night.  They sit in silence leaning 
against each other’s backs and observe the sky until 
daybreak.  In the morning they sacrifice a new-born 
calf, have a feast, and then predict the weather, the 
harvest, wars or diseases in the coming year. 

 

In our opinion, this ethnographical account describes 
the ancient Georgian tradition of carefully-planned 
methodical observations of the positions of celestial 
bodies.  This tradition was probably perfected over a 
long period of time.  We believe that those living in 
the mountainous regions of Georgia divided the dome 
of the sky into three equal triangular sectors for better 
understanding of the phenomena taking place there.  
They realized that one observer could not adequately 
observe the whole sky and understand what he saw.  
Accordingly, on New Year’s Eve three pairs of eyes 
carefully and simultaneously watched the sky.  The 
division of the sky into two equal parts would have 
been insufficient and into six parts more than nece-
ssary, that this is why three (and not two or six) 
archpriests ascended to the top of mountain.  Informa-
tion about phenomenon seen by one of them was 
subsequently added to data obtained by the other two 
observers, and thus the whole picture was formed.  
Each of them was responsible for his sector of 120°.  
The fact that the archpriests predicted the future 
speaks in favor of the fact that there could be some 
empirical experience connected with atmospheric 
climatic phenomena determining the visibility of one 
or another celestial body.  This mosaic triangular 
Universe impresses one with its thoughtfulness. The 
ancient priests knew how to observe, calculate time 
and orient themselves with respect to their environ-
ment.  Here we speak from our own point of view, but 
this ethnographical material can be considered from 
other points of view as well. 
 
2.6  Concluding Comments 
 

The ethnographical examples containing astronomical 
information presented here in Sections 2.1 through 2.5 
form only a small part of ancient Georgian folk 
heritage.  It is to be regretted that the scholars who 
collected such celestial data lacked the knowledge to 
adequately investigate ancient Georgian astronomical 
systems, but this is thoroughly understandable given 
that the focus of their studies was the everyday life of 
Georgian peasants.   
 

The landscape of Georgia is diverse and ranges from 
high mountains to low plains.  Large and small 
villages are scattered throughout the country and the 
situation would have been the same in the past.  Often 
when there were cold winters or hot summers ancient 
peasants from one village would have had little 
opportunity to meet their counterparts from other 
villages, as such rendezvous often would have in-
volved trips of several hundred kilometers over high 
mountains and through thick forests.  So it is quite 
possible that the same celestial objects went by totally 
different names in different regions of the country, or 
even in neighbouring villages.  This interesting pos-
sibility clearly requires further investigation. 

 
3  ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCES IN  
    GEORGIAN LITERATURE 
 

Let us now consider another source of ethno-
astronomical information about ancient Georgians: 

classical and modern Georgian literature.  Various 
examples—involving both prose and poetry—are 
discussed below.  

 
3.1  Rustaveli’s The Knight in the Panther’s Skin 
 

In the poem The Knight in the Panther’s Skin by the 
well-known twelfth century Georgian scholar, Shota 
Rustaveli, one can find plenty of ethno-astronomical 
material.  A full astronomical analysis of this ancient 
poem needs to be carried out separately, but for the 
purposes of this study we will only consider a sample 
of its contents.  In 1968, Bedukadze also examined 
evidence of time-determination as reflected in Rusta-
veli’s poem, and she particularly drew attention to 
strophae 184, 185, 770 and 1569.  
 

Let us look at strophe 1569 (our translation): 
 

The star of dawn shines as bright as the moon when 
together in heaven, 
But if they part and withdraw from each other they fade 
and grow paler. 
They must alas withdraw from each other if heaven has 
willed it. 
One must be as high as a hill or a mountain to see them. 

 

Bedukadze assumes that in this poem Rustaveli 
shows that the old way of determining time was 
through observations of the motion of specific celestial 
bodies from the top of a high hill.  And the observer 
had to be able to observe in all four directions. 
 
3.2  Astronomical Instruments Mentioned in  
       Georgian Literature 
 

On the basis of ethnographical documentation, Bedu-
kadze (1968) also proceeded to describe the types of 
instruments used by the ancient Georgians to deter-
mine time:  
 

In Khevsureti [a region of Georgia] seasons were 
determined by means of a group of stone columns, the 
so-called “Sun nests” erected on peaks to the east of 
villages.  According to the motion of the rising Sun 
from one nest to another, people determined: a month, a 
season, the end and the beginning of a year, the impor-
tant dates of agricultural character. 

 

The important element of old houses in Svaneti 
[Svaneti is a region of Georgia] was a ritual east 
window (lakhvra), looking towards to the Sun.  The 
head of the family – a man – used to read prayers by the 
window at each sunrise.  Lakhvra was something like a 
calendar, or fixed tool relating to solar motion.  In this 
calendar, the different places where the first sun-beam 
fell were marked … [and] the track of its motion during 
the days and months.  In such a way the holy days of 
each season were determined, and the dates when 
agricultural work should start. (Our translation). 

 

Bedukadze (ibid.) also describes various moondials 
and sundials of the simplest construction (circular or 
with a straight edge), used in different regions of 
Georgia (Kartli, Trialeti, Meskheti, Javakheti, etc.): a 
moon or sun beam reflecting a ray of light or a shadow 
and how these moved in the course of time around the 
family hearth in the center of the house.  The head of 
the family (the father or the mother) used such dials in 
everyday life.   
 
3.3  Concluding Comments 
 

It can be seen from the foregoing material that in the 
twelfth century AD in Georgia a harmonious system 
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existed to determine and make use of time.  If Rusta-
veli used folklore in his poem then one can assume 
that this system of time-determination was developed 
in Georgia earlier than the twelfth century.  Thus, 
Rustaveli’s poem contains historical and ethno-
astronomical information.  
 

The system of time-determination by means of ‘Sun 
nests’ seems to be a very ancient one.  In the high 
mountains of Khevsureti, processed stones and stone 
constructions served the ancient Georgians as farming 
implements, arms and simple instruments for time 
measuring.  We think that stone columns on the tops of 
mountains were prehistoric Georgian sundials. 
 

The Svan lakhvra was a fixed tool for demonstrating 
the motion of Sun, and was another type of ancient 
Georgian sundial.  It was only used for domestic 
purposes.  Taking into account the tower-like con-
structions of Svan houses and the mountainous terrain 
in Georgia, a small east window (lakhvra) seems to 
have served as a primitive type of sundial.  It is 
obvious that in different regions of ancient Georgia 
various systems of time-determination were develop-
ed, and the simplest of instruments were made and 
used for measuring time.  We think it would make 
good sense to organize scientific expeditions to 
mountainous areas of Georgia, such as Khevsureti, 
Svaneti, as well as some other regions, in order to 
search for the remains of ancient sundials.  We also 
believe that a full ethnoastronomical analysis of Rusta-
veli’s poem should be carried out.  
 
4  CONCLUSION 
 

Georgian ethnographic accounts contain an abundance 
of important astronomical information.  Though this 
in-formation is diverse, it is scattered, and specialists 
working in the fields of history, ethnoastronomy and 
anthropology should make regular efforts to gather, 
optimize and analyze it.  However, this is not a simple 
exercise as it requires great effort and time.  In the 
villages in the mountainous and flat regions of Georgia 
one can still encounter many recorded legends, oral 
accounts and folk poems containing ancient Georgian 
information about the sky, the stars and the Universe 
and the place of a man in this boundless realm.  
 

In this paper we have considered a number of 
records that contain information about ancient Georg-
ian astronomical traditions and practices.  While many 
such ethnographic records exist in Georgia, most have 
yet to be analyzed from an astronomical standpoint.  
Much research remains to be done, and we invite 
foreign scholars to join us in this endeavour. 
 
5  NOTES 
 

1. Professor Javakhishvili organized ethnographic ex-
peditions to many Georgian villages between 1915 
and 1935.  He worked up his ethnographic notes and 
prepared them for publication, but died in 1940 
before this could be arranged.  The manuscript was 
kept in the museum, and was only published in 
1983. 
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Abstract: The Nekresi Fire Temple is a second to third century A.D. archaeological site in eastern Georgia that was 
excavated by archaeologists towards the end of the twentieth century.  In 2004 we carried out an archaeo-
astronomical investigation of this site, which indicated that it was used for astronomical observations.  We now 
suggest that this structure should be renamed the ‘Nekresi Sun Temple’. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 

The cosmological ideas of ancient populations are 
reflected in different aspects of their cultural heritage, 
including architecture, artifacts, folklore and written 
records.  Prehistoric monuments, legends and myths 
tell us how the ancient people reacted to the regularity 
and the recurrence of celestial phenomena and the 
diversity and the brightness of different heavenly 
bodies.  Cosmological ideas and activities often were 
closely connected with religious notions, and rituals 
and ceremonies played an important role in the 
accumulation of knowledge about the Sun, the Moon 
and the stars.  Ancient peoples often used this 
knowledge and experience to orientate themselves in 
time and in space.  Some knowledge was materialized, 
manifesting itself in stone instruments, temples and 
sanctuaries, in architectural complexes serving ritual 
purposes, where the gods were worshipped and astro-
nomical observations were made.  These simple ‘astro-
nomical observatories’ have been discovered in many 
different countries (see Aveni, 1997; Heggie, 1981; 
Iwaniszewski, 1994; Ruggles, 1999). 
 

One such nation is Georgia, an ancient country be-
side the Black Sea.  Over the centuries, the Georgian 
people created and developed their own language, lit-
erature, music and architecture (Bround, 1994).  Var-
ious sciences also flourished, including astronomy and 
mathematics.  Simonia (2001) and Simonia and Sim-
onia (2005) have outlined the main stages in the 
development of the ancient Georgian astronomical 
‘world view’ between the sixteenth century BC and 
the eighteenth century AD, and the ethnocosmological 
symbolism of certain Bronze Age artifacts.  In partic-
ular, they have shown that the ancient Georgians had a 

deep interest in heavenly bodies and astronomical 
phenomena, as reflected in different artifacts and rem-
nants of stone buildings found during archaeological 
excavations (see Sanikidze, 2002). 
 

In the final decade of the twentieth century an ex-
pedition from the National Museum of Georgia carried 
out archaeological excavations at Kakheti, in eastern 
Georgia, where the ruins of the ancient town of Nek-
resi were discovered (Chilashvili, 2000).

1
  Among the 

ruins at Nekresi was a complex building that was 
identified as a temple.  In this paper we discuss the 
archaeological features of the Nekresi Fire Temple and 
then examine its astronomical significance.  

 
2  THE INITIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL  
    INVESTIGATION OF THE NEKRESI TEMPLE 
 

The first structure at Nekresi investigated by the arch-
aeologists was the stone foundation of a cult building, 
which was identified as the ‘Nekresi Fire Temple’.  
The aim of the archaeological excavation was to deter-
mine the structural peculiarities of this ancient temple 
and to preserve what remained of it.  The temple was 
located in a field at the foot of Nazvrevi Hill (Figure 
1), and Chilashvili (ibid.) noted that on the Hill itself 
was another temple-like structure which may have 
been associated with the Nekresi Fire Temple.  
 

The walls and foundations of the Nekresi Fire 
Temple consisted of mortared cobble-stones and 
broken stones (Figure 2), but in the upper layer of the 
construction flat bricks were encountered.  The design 
of the temple was complex.  In the center was an 
almost square building of 76m², around which were 
four buildings forming the shape of a cross (see Figure 
3).  
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During the archaeological excavations an approxi-
mately square area of clay, measuring 4.5m² and con-
taining traces of fire, was discovered in the southwest-
ern corner of the central building (hence the name, 
‘Nekresi Fire Temple’).  Elsewhere, the floor of the 
central building consisted of brickwork.  The eastern 
building had an entrance in the eastern wall, and on 
both sides of this extension was a corridor and store-
rooms.  Likewise, the western building had an en-
trance in the western wall.  The length of this western 

building was 9.5m, and the walls were 1.5m thick.  
The eastern and western buildings were almost equal 
in area, and only differed in the details of their 
construction.  The northern and southern buildings 
leading off the central building were also surrounded 
by corridors and storerooms.  The central building, the 
four buildings to the north, south, east and west, and 
their associated corridors and storerooms were all 
enclosed by a wall, the entire complex measuring 
~50m × 50m.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: View of the excavated Nekresi Temple from Nazvrevi Hill. 
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The following facts seem to be important: the walls 
of the temple complex were constructed of large 
stones and mortar, the thickness of the walls averaging 
1.5m; the width of the doorways was, on average, also 
1.5m; and access to any of the rooms in the complex 
was possible via doors in the external corridors.   
 

During the excavations ceramics in the form of 
small red and white sherds and fragments of jugs were 
found, and these and other artifacts dated to the sec-
ond, third and fourth centuries AD.  Radiocarbon 
dating of charcoal from the entrance doorway to the 
temple revealed that the complex was destroyed in the 
fifth century AD.   
 

On the basis of the accumulated evidence, Chila-
shvili (ibid.) concluded that this archaeological site is 
the remains of a temple where rituals associated with 
fire-worship were performed, and he dubbed it the 
‘Nekresi Fire Temple’.  The main ‘area of attraction’ 
was the centrally-positioned square building with its 
altar, which served as a sanctuary for the fire-
worshippers during their ceremonies.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: View across the archaeological site showing the 
stone construction of the walls. 

 
Near the Fire Temple Chilashvili discovered other 

ruins and artifacts of various ages, some of which we 
also assigned cult functions associated with the wor-
ship of the Sun.   He noted that these buildings seemed 
to be aligned with the point of sunrise on the day of 
the summer solstice, and that they deviated to the 
north from the direction to the east by about 30º.  He 
also noted that there is a tendency for the older 
buildings to be more oriented to the north.  It is im-
portant to stress, however, that all of these conclusions 
were based upon estimated orientations not surveyed 
measurements.  On this basis, the Nekresi Fire Temple 
was clearly an excellent candidate for a detailed 
archaeoastronomical investigation.  

 
3  THE ASTRONOMICAL ROLE OF THE NEKRESI  
    FIRE TEMPLE  
 

In the autumn of 2004 we began studying the archaeo-
astronomical parameters of the Nekresi Fire Temple.  
These investigations were carried out in three stages: 
fieldwork, followed by the processing of the observa-
tional data, and finally the theoretical interpretation of 
the complex.   
 

The fieldwork included:  
 

1.  Visual  examination  of  the  Nekresi  Fire  Temple  in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Plan of the Nekresi Fire Temple (after Chilashvili, 
2000). 

 
order to determine the architectural and geometrical 
peculiarities of the construction.  
2. Determination of the exact geographic coordinates 
and orientation of main structural elements of the 
Temple.  
3. Noting the characteristics of the surrounding land-
scape, including the height of hills and their azimuths. 
4. Observation of sunrise from the main structural 
elements of the Temple.  
 

During the field work we used clinometers, an 
electronic compass, GPS, digital cameras and other 
instruments, and we took a series of photographs of 
the Temple and the surrounding landscape in order to 
create a photo-catalogue.

2
 

 

The visual examination of the temple confirmed the 
complexity of its construction and its multifunctional 
purpose, including the ritual associations.  The approx-
imate mirror symmetry of the main structural ele-
ments—the four rooms off the central room—in our 
opinion, suggest that regular observations of heavenly 
bodies and phenomena (such as sunrise and sunset, the 
heliacal rising of stars and the culmination of the Moon) 
could have been carried out from these rooms (Figure 
4).  Our measurements of the orientation of the north-
eastern (NE), southeastern (SE), northwestern (NW) 
and southwestern (SW) points of these structural 
elements and of the central room are listed in Tables 1 
and 2.   The orientation of  structural  elements of  con- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Plan of the Nekresi Fire Temple showing points 
surveyed during the 2004 expedition. 
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struction was determined as well, and some features of 
the surrounding landscape which may have served as 
orientation points for those observing from the Temple 
were also recorded.  It should also be noted that the 
hills surrounding the Nekresi Fire Temple have not 
been thoroughly studied archaeologically, although 
artifacts and buildings of various ages have been dis-
covered on some of them.  Accordingly, the azimuths, 
heights and distances to various landscape elements 
were measured. 
 

We also observe the sunrise from the interior of the 
eastern room and from the central sanctuary.  Our 
observations showed that the first rays of the rising 
Sun only illuminated some areas of these two rooms, 
then a little later, the whole Fire Temple was fully 
sunlit.  The peculiarities of illumination of the Fire 
Temple at the moment of sunrise are connected with 
the natural landscape in the easterly direction.  One 
cannot exclude the possibility that this landscape may 
have undergone natural change (e.g. through erosion) 
over the last thousand years or so.  It should also be 
noted that the landscape (i.e. hills and hillocks) sur-
rounding the Fire Temple does not allow the observer 
standing in the Temple to fix the moment of sunrise 
above the horizon. 
 

During the field-work we determined that the Fire 
Temple is aligned approximately in the direction of the 
solstice.  For an observer standing in the Fire Temple 
on 22 June the Sun rises over the highest point of 
eastern part of the visible horizon, while on 22 Decem-
ber the Sun rises over the top of a small hill.  It may 
mean that the summer and winter solstice were impor-
tant astronomical phenomena for Georgians living in 
the period of antiquity.  Thus, the Fire Temple was 
aligned such that twice a year, during cult ceremon-
ies, the Sun was seen rising over designated points on 
the horizon.  Only twice a year, would the first rays of 
the rising Sun fall upon some feature in the sanctuary, 
indicating the beginning of the season for harvesting 
or sowing the crops.  Thus, observation of the rising 
Sun on the days of the solstice had very important 
practical significance for the ancient Georgians, by 
helping them to orient in time and by allowing them to 
divide the year into two parts.  This is the primary 
astronomical importance of the Nekresi Fire Temple, 
although this result warrants further investigation. 
 

The next step in the research project was to analyze 
the data obtained during the fieldwork, which led to 
some new conclusions. 
 

Using the measured geographical coordinates of 
certain structural elements of the Fire Temple, as well 
as data about the sizes of these elements we determin-
ed the orientation of the various rooms in the complex.  
Our calculations showed that two of the rooms off the 
central sanctuary were oriented towards the northeast 

and the southeast, and should be known as the north- 
eastern and southeastern rooms, respectively.  In 
particular, it was determined that the northeastern 
room was aligned with a point on the horizon with the 
geodetic azimuth of A' = 32º 40′.  Meanwhile, the 
southeastern room was approximately aligned with the 
point of sunrise on the day of the mid-winter solstice.  
We believe that this is further evidence of the astro-
nomical functionality of the Nekresi Fire Temple, 
which should be renamed the ‘Nekresi Sun Temple’. 
 

We believe that the ancient Georgians observed the 
winter solstice from the southeastern room, and that 
throughout the year they also observed the rising and 
setting of certain bright stars from the northeastern, 
northwestern and southwestern rooms.  The orienta-
tion of the Nekresi Sun Temple indicates that for the 
ancient Georgians the key zero point in determining 
time was the winter solstice, since this was the pre-
cursor for the sowing of new crops.  
 

Other heavenly bodies and phenomena, including 
circumpolar stars, the heliacal rising of certain stars, 
the culmination of the Moon, eclipses of the Sun, etc., 
could also have been observed from the rooms in the 
Sun Temple.  On the basis of ethnographic analogies 
(e.g. see Simonia et al., 2008), we suggest that inside 
the Temple religion and astronomical observations 
were combined in order to allow a regular ‘interaction’ 
between human beings and celestial bodies.  The an-
cient people prayed and conducted astronomical 
observations believing that their gods would help them 
personally and the country in general, that the order of 
the world would remain the same as usually—that a 
cold season would be followed by a warm season, that 
the sowing of crops would be followed by the plentiful 
harvest, and so on.  The regularity of the motion of 
heavenly bodies and of various astronomical phenom-
ena was caused by peculiarities of the ancient belief 
system and practical necessity associated with agri-
culture, the cultivation of grapes, and the like. 

 
4  DISCUSSION 
 

At the beginning of 2008, Professor Clive Ruggles, 
President of IAU Commission 41, prepared and circu-
lated a document titled “Ancient and Historical Prop-
erties Relating to Astronomy”.  The section on Candi-
date Properties in Europe includes the following entry:  
 

Georgia: Nekresi Fire Temple. This pre-Christian 
temple, dating to the II – III century AD, takes the form 
of a rectangular building measuring c. 50 × 50m, with 
various rooms and corridors surrounding a central space 
where there is evidence of intensive fire.  The temple is 
approximately aligned with the direction of sunrise on 
the day of the summer solstice, demonstrating a link 
between pre-Christian cultic beliefs and astronomical 
observations. 

 
Table 1: The orientation of different parts of the Nekresi Sun Temple, as determined during the 2004 field expedition (for 
identification of the different parts see Figure 4). 
 

  UTM (WGS84 datum) measured by GPS Conversion using GRIDLA 
Point Zone Grid easting Grid northing Error Latitude N Longitude E 

NW 38 05 630 16 46 464 68 (4m) 41º 58′ 14″ 45º 45′ 38″ 

NE 38 05 630 62 46 464 84 (6m) 41º 58′ 15″ 45º 45′ 40″ 

C 38 05 630 42 46 464 56 (3m) 41º 58′ 14″ 45º 45′ 39″ 

SW 38 05 630 26 46 464 29 (3m) 41º 58′ 13″ 45º 45′ 39″ 
SE 38 05 630 74 46 464 40 (6m) 41º 58′ 14″ 45º 45′ 41″ 
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The archaeoastronomical findings presented in Sec-
tion 3, above, warrant further investigation, but the 
Nekresi Sun Temple also requires additional study 
from the archaeological point of view.  This applies in 
particular to the central sanctuary and the northeastern 
and southeastern rooms.  Looking further afield, with-
in a radius of 1.5 km from the center of the Sun 
Temple and in the directions of horizon points with a 
geodetic azimuth of 30º 40′ and an astronomical azi-
muth of −57º 20′ we can expect to find archaeological 
artifacts that are associated ‘genetically’ with the Sun 
Temple, and we cannot exclude the possibility that the 
Nekresi Sun Temple is, in fact, merely the center of    
a larger religious-astronomical complex.  Such a point 
of view seems appropriate given the fact that a struc-
ture with probable religious and astronomical signifi-
cance was discovered some kilometers from the Nek-
resi Sun Temple but was destroyed during building 
operations.  

 
5  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

In this paper, we describe the most important aspects 
revealed by the archaeological excavation of a seven-
teen hundred year old temple site in Eastern Georgia.  
We also describe the results of our initial archaeoastro-
nomical investigation of this site, and show that this 
temple was oriented towards the summer and winter 
solstices.  On the basis of archaeological and ethno-
graphic evidence we know that the worship of the Sun 
was an important element in ancient Georgian culture, 
and we conclude that during the second and third 
centuries AD the temple at Nekresi was used for solar 
and other astronomical observations.  We suggest that 
instead of being known as the ‘Nekresi Fire Temple’ a 
more appropriate name would be the ‘Nekresi Sun 
Temple’. 
 

We hope that future archaeoastronomical investiga-
tions at the Nekresi Sun Temple will reveal interest-
ing new evidence on the ways in which the ancient 
Georgians developed their astronomical ‘world view’. 

 
6  NOTES 
 

1. For information about the ancient city of Nekresi 
see Kaukhchishvili, 1959: 29. 

2. This photo-catalogue has been stored in electronic 
form, and the various images can be used for fu-  
ture scientific investigations or to illustrate lectures.  
Copies of individual images can be obtained from 
the first author of this paper. 

 
Table 2: Azimuths of different parts of the Nekresi Sun 

Temple. 
 

Direction 
 

Mag az 
measured (°) 

True az deduced (°) 

a 340.0 345.5 

b 69.5 75.0 

c 70.5 75.5 
d 160.5 165.0 

e* 158.0 163.5 

f 249.5 255.0 

g 248.5 254.0 
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Abstract
Background/Objectives: In recent years, in purpose of investigation of the artefacts, the ancient culture and religion, 
based on the astronomy knowledge play significant role. The aim of this work is to identify the orientations of the religious 
megalithic complexes and their correlation to the celestial luminaries. Methods/Statistical Analysis:  We harmonized 
the archeological data, ethnographical, historical information and restoration of ancient celestial sphere (using special 
astronomy application), which give us possibility to identify the correlations between the acronychal or helical rising/
set of luminaries and directions of megalithic objects. Very often such connections are stored in a current folklore too. 
Findings: This technique of investigations give us more clear understanding of ancient universe. Using this method, we can 
receive latent information about the ancient Gods – Luminaries, clarify current mythology, date of the megalithic complex. 
Application/Improvements: This method of investigation is an additional instrument for archeological investigations, 
because it gives us more reliable information concerning the ancient culture, religion and people. 

Megalithic Monument of Abuli, Georgia, and 
Possible Astronomical Significance
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 Ilia State University, Georgia; badri.jijelava.1@iliauni.edu.ge, irakli_simonia@iliauni.edu.ge
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1. Introduction
In the south of Georgia lies the region of Samtskhe-
Javakheti. This region is unique, having an abundance of 
mountains, ridges and cultural monuments. In ancient 
Georgia there was an expression “go and wheat will be in 
Murji or Murjakheti” (Murji and Murjakheti are toponyms 
of Javakheti) (Figure 1). This expression, together with 
the many Christian and earlier Bronze Age monuments 
located in Samtskhe-Javakheti, indicate that socioeco-
nomically this region was well developed and advanced. 
In terms of regional areas Samtske-Javakheti comprises 
Akhalkalaki, Ninotsminda, and partially Aspindza and 
Borjomi territories. Historically, Samtske-Javakheti 
included more territories and was mentioned as “South 
Gate” of Georgia. Samtske-Javakhety has been populated 
from time immemorial. Many megalithic monuments, 
cromlechs, menhirs and dolmens prove development of 
this region1 (figure 2).

Ancient historical sources mention the “Odzrkhe” 
province. “Odzrkhe” is the old name of Samtskhe or 
Meskheti. Zabakha is the old name of Javakheti. According 
to P. Ingorokva Javakhi is related to the old Georgian Taokh 
tribe. Taokhs were the native population of Diaokha. They 
populated the north- east of modern Turkey and the South 
part of Georgia. In the manuscripts of the king Argisht I 
of the Urartu kingdom dated 785 B.C., Klarjeti, Samtskhe 
and Zabakha (or Javakheti) are mentioned as conquered 
countries. According to Historian Leonty Mroveli, the son 
of the legendary Mtsketosi, Javakhos possessed Javakheti 
- “The country from Lake Paravani to the beginning of 
the river Mtkvari”. Historically, Javakheti included two 
parts: Upper Javakheti and Lower Javakheti. The Upper 
Javakheti covered the territory from Lake Paravani up to 
the Mtkvari River Canyon. The Lower Javakheti lied in 
the Mtkvari River Canyon and on the hills of Buzmareti 
and Niali1 (Figure 2). 
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In the mountains of Samtskhe-Javakheti called “little 
Abuli” (Figure 2) is located the megalithic complex of 
Abuli. It is situated at the top of the mountain 2637.129 
meters above the sea level. The coordinates of the mega-
lithic monument are:

E 0430 41’ 4,608’’

N 410 22’ 23,166’’

 Near the Abuli complex is located a menhir with 
 circular symbols. At present, the menhir is located inside 
a Church.

2.  Astronomical Aspects of 
Cultural and Ethnographical 
Data

In the researches of Ivane Javakhishvili the “History of 
Georgian nation”2 is mentioned a legend about the Christ, 
Elia and Saint Georgy. According this book, when the 
Christ, Elia and Saint Georgy became hungry they went 
to a Shepherd and asked him for a sheep. The Shepherd 
refused the Christ and Elia, and only Saint Georgy was 
offered not only one sheep, but the whole flock of sheep. 
Based on the legend the Christ was the Lord of life and 
death. Elia was the God of Weather and Saint Georgy was 
the Patron of the poor. As seen from the legend, Saint 
Georgy being, as one of the most venerated saints, can be 
traced back to the pre-Christian times. He is also regarded 
as one of the most prominent saints in many legends of 
other regions of Georgia - Kartli, Kakheti, Svaneti and 
others. In Georgia there are 365 churches of Saint Georgy 
(as number of days in year). 

The Greek historian and geographer Strabo3 
describes rituals connected with the God of Moon in 
Albania (Georgia neighbor country, current Azerbaijani 
Territory). In his researches he mentions the God of the 
Moon and the Temple of the Moon located near Iberia 
(the old name of Georgia). Strabo describes the ritual of 
making offerings to the gods. The sacrificial human  victim 
was anointed with fragrant ointment and sacrificed to 
the God of the Moon. The priest made a prophecy; then 
the body was moved to a certain place where the people 
attending the ceremony trampled on it in order to purify 
themselves. 

According to Leon Meliksed-Beg the Georgian 
legend of Ami(h)rani is related to the region of Samtskhe-
Javakheti4. The Georgian legend of Ami(h)rani is similar 

Figure 1. “Samtskhe Javakheti” - Region of Georgia”.

Figure 2. Megalithic complex of “Abuli”, 2011. Photo is 
Made by Badri Jijelava.

Figure 3. Menhir near the megalithic complex of “Abuli”, 
2012. Photo is Made by Badri Jijelava.
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to the legend of Prometheus in Greece5. Ami(h)rani was 
chained in the Caucasus Mountains, and each morning at 
sunrise, an eagle flew down from the sky and fed on the 
liver (or heart) of Ami(h)rani, because he couldn’t break 
the chain. According to the legend the birth of Georgian 
Ami(h)rani and the birth of Greek Orion are similar6. The 
story mentions a little dog which lies at the feet of Ami(h)
rani and licks the chain to make it thinner for Ami(h)rani 
to be able to break it. The ancient name of Ami(h)rani was 
Amihrani and it comes from the name of the God Mihra 
- Mithras (Zoroastrianism). Mihra was the eye of the 
God Ahura Mazda and the eye of Ahura Mazda was the 
Sun7. In various cultures the God Mihra was the  symbol 
either of the Moon or the Sun and in the legend about 
the Christ, Elia and saint Georgy, we suppose the saint 
Georgy is archetype of the ancient God of Mihra.

We think that in Samtske-Javakheti the God Mihra 
(or saint Georgy) was the symbol of the Sun. According 
to the above data, we can suppose that Ami(h)rani was 
the symbol of the Sun or the son of the Sun8.

3. Tasks
The task of our investigation was to identify those of the 
megalithic monuments which were erected for  ritualistic 
procedures where megalithic period people went to and 
worshipped their gods. The main task was to define 
what Gods the monuments were built to, what celestial 
bodies these Gods were associated with, and how the 
celestial bodies and the configuration of the monument 
are related.

4.  Field Works, Modeling of the 
Celestial Sphere with the 
Skymap Pro and Results

The field works were conducted with the application of 
the following equipment:

1.  Theodolite (T15, N25773, 1976 Year)
2.  Military Prismatic Sighting Magnetic Compass 
3.  50-meter-long tape measure
4.  Photo camera (A 200) 

The complex includes a central elliptical object with 
five entrances (two of them are located on the periphery of 
the central object) and two windows - one of the windows 

is still in its original state and the other has crumbled with 
age. In the course of the fieldwork in the Abuli monument 
we revealed that two entrances are oriented to the west 
2750 True and the mountain tops are seen from them at 
an angle of 60. The orientation of the first window is 1080 

True. The orientation of the crumbled window is 1630 

12’ ’True. Based on our observations conducted in 2012, 
every summer solstice the first beam of the Sun as before 
keeps penetrating through the Main North-East entrance 
whose azimuth is 590 43,1 True (Figure 4). 

In the village of Gandzami near the Abuli megalithic 
monument is located a menhir. The height of the menhir 
is 330 cm. Circular symbols are carved on the lateral faces 
of the menhir (Figure 5) and on the top of the  menhir 
there is a semi-circular cutout. The diameter of this semi-
circular opening is 20 cm. The width of the bottom of 
the menhir is 91cm.The width of the top of the menhir is 
approximately 134 cm. When one faces the menhir side 
with the carved symbol of a bird4, the mountains are in 
the direction of 630 40’ True and their tops are visible at 
an angle of 20 50’. the front side the menhir has its own 
 magnetic field and the deviation equals 1800 (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Sunrise in summer solstice in the NE entrance 
of the central object of “Abuli” Megalithic complex, 2011. 
Photo is Made by Badri Jijelava.

Figure 5. Circular symbols (petroglyphs) on the literal 
sides of menhir, 2012. Photo is Made by Badri Jijelava.
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According the modeling of celestial sphere, in the 
summer solstice 10.07.2000 BC (Until 19.07.2000 BC) the 
Sun rises before the Altair star disappeared to the  horizon. 
19.07.2000 BC the Altair star first time descended (disap-
peared) to the horizon before the Sun rises. For our opinion 
this Astronomical phenomena – the acronychal set of the 
Altair star was marked by megalithic people in the Abuli 
megalithic complex, which is described in mythology of 
Ami(h)rani - “Eagle flies down to the earth”. 

The direction of the Gandzami menhir is the same as 
that of the NE entrance the Abuli complex. In view of the 
fact that the angle of vision of the hill from the menhir is 
20 50’, on the summer solstice the Sunrise will be observed 
from the semi-circular cutout of the menhir and the NE 
entrance of Abuli simultaneously. 

5. Discussion
In Greek mythology Altair star is associated with 
Prometheus chained to a rock in the Caucasus Mountains. 
“After the Sunrise” (parallel - the first beam of the Sun 

Recently a Christian church was built around this 
monument. People venerate this monument and believe 
that this monument helps the childless. 

Using the skymap pro soft we defined the Sunrise 
and Sunset azimuths in the summer, the winter solstice 
and the vernal and autumnal equinox periods. We deter-
mined that within the period from 4000 B.C. up to the 
present day the Sunrise azimuth on the summer solstice 
has shifted from 56° 27’ 15” to 57° 5’ 5” True. 

Upon the field works we performed modeling of the 
celestial sphere from the current days back to 4800 BC, 
with steps of 500 years, using the skymap pro software. 
The modeling showed that in 2000 BC on the summer 
solstice - 10.07.2000 BC, after the heliacal rise of Epsilon 
(Anlinam) star in Orion’s belt (Figure 6) which observed 
through the window 1, the Sun first beam penetrated 
through the North-East entrance. Consequently, after 
nine (9) days 19.07.2000 BC took place disappearance 
of Altair star in Aquila constellation to the horizon (west 
entrances 1 and 2 - Figure 6, 7). 

Figure 6. Heliacal rise of the stars (Mintaka, Anlinam, 
Anlitak) in the belt of the Orion constellation (modeling 
celestial sphere using skymap pro for the period of 2000 
B.C.).

Figure 7. Descending of the Altair star in Aquila 
constellation (modeling celestial sphere using skymap pro 
for the period of 2000 B.C.).

Table 1. Results of field works

Name Azimuth height of horizon
West entrance 1 2750 60

West entrance 2 2760 60

NE entrance (Figure 3) 590 43,1' 10

window 1 1080 40' 10 20’
Window 2 1630 12' 00

Menhir in Gandzami 630 40' 20 50’

Table 2. Results of modeling using Skymap pro,  
2000 B.C

Name Azimuth altitude
acronychal set of Altair star in Aquila 

constellation - West entrance 1,2 (after 
Summer solstice - 19.07.2000 B.C.)

274° 70

The sunrise on the Summer solstice 
(Summer solstice 10.07.2000 BC) 58° 1°

Heliacal rise of the Alnilam star in the 
belt of Orion constellation (Summer 

solstice 10.07.2000 BC)
108° 1°

Menhir in the village of Gandzami (Sun 
rise in Summer solstice) 620 2° 50’
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6. Conclusion
Based on the skymap pro program modeling and the 
results of the field works it is concluded that this megalithic 
monument was built in 2000 BC. Taking into consider-
ation the above-mentioned evidences, it is proved that 
mythology of Ami(h)rani is based to the orientation and 
astronomical events which had been happening in the 
megalithic monument of Abuli. The megalithic complex 
was sacred place for ancient people. Taking into consider-
ation the records of Vakhushti Batonishvili - “one side of 
the menhir causes the drought and the other - rain” - and 
the legend about the Christ, Elia and the saint Georgy and 
the celebration “Eliaoba” which starts in Georgia in July, 
we think that this monument was built to worship Ami(h)
rani, Mihra-Mithras (God of The Sun) and the Elia – the 
God of weather.

Megalithic people conducted their ritual ceremonies 
connected with the Sun and the stars, which was of vital 
importance for them.
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observed from the NE entrance on the summer solstice) 
“an Eagle flies down” (parallel –Altair star observed from 
entrances 1 and 2 goes down to the horizon and then disap-
pears – acronychal set) “to Prometheus and starts tearing 
at his liver. The eagle only leaves Prometheus at night.” 
Georgian Ami(h)rani is the prototype of Prometheus, he 
is chained to the Caucasus ridge like Prometheus. Every 
morning an Eagle flies down to Ami(h)rani. The Orion 
constellation which is observed from window 1 zodiacally 
has the shape of a hunter with a bludgeon in the hand and 
a sword on the waist. In 2000 BC the heliacally rise of the 
stars in Orion’s belt (Delta - Mintaka, Epsilon - Anlinam 
and Zeta – Anlitak) was observed from window 1 on the 
Summer solstice (parallel – the birth of Greek Orion and 
the birth of Ami(h)rani, which are similar according to 
the myths about the heroes). Approximately After one 
hour of the Orion constellation rising the Canis Major 
constellation rises (parallel - the little dog lying at the feet 
of Ami(h)rani according to the Ethnographic materials. 
27.07.2000 BC took place heliacal rising of the Sirius star). 
The Orion constellation and Sirius star in the Canis Major 
constellation were mentioned together by the Egyptian 
civilization.

Based on the above mentioned ethnographic data 
and the results of the celestial sphere modeling, the Abuli 
megalithic monument is oriented to the stars in the belt 
(Delta - Mintaka, Epsilon - Anlinam, Zeta -Anlitak) of 
the Orion constellation (Figure 6) and to the Sun, the Sun 
beam illuminates the NW entrance of the Abuli mega-
lithic complex. The west entrances 1,2 are oriented to 
Altair, the brightest star in Aquila (Eagle), which con-
secutively, after 9 days of the heliacal rising of the stars of 
the Orion’s in summer solstice, the Altair star acronychal 
sets and disappears to the horizon (Figure 7). These astro-
nomical phenomena are similar Georgian mythology of 
Ami(h)rani.
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1.  Introduction

In central Georgia, south of the Trialeti ridge and 
bordering the Algeti river lies the borough of Manglisi. 
Historically Manglisi also known as Manglisi gorge was 
bordered on the east with Didgori Field and Bender-
Bendeni side-hill; bordered on the west by Arjevani - 
Kadkaia-kachai mountain ridge and the mountain of 
Sakrisi; bordered to the south by the Ridge of Bedeni 
Mountain; and bordered to the north by Didgori ridge. 
Russian speaker inhabitants of this territory call the 
mountain of Sakrisi “Yellow Mountain” or “bear beam”.

In the mountain of the Sakrisi (bear beam) is located 
the megalithic complex of Gokhnari. Regarding the 
Goknhari megalithic complex, Meliksed Beg mentions1 

that the crystal castle mentioned in the famous Georgian 
myth about Amirani, suggests that it is the megalithic 
complex of Gokhnari, where Amirani found the entrance 
of the crystal castle by following the direction of a Sun 
beam(Figure 1).

Figure 1.    The South part of Georgia (Kvemo Kartli), near 
the Manglisi is located megalithic complex of Gokhnari. 
From (Melashvili 2016)

Concerning the archeological issues, well known 
“international style”2 epoch in 2000 BC was wide 
spread in the south Caucasia. On the archeological sites 
of south Caucasus were discovered cylinder seals of 
both styles, Elaborate and common styles of Mitanian 
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glyptic. Today we can find about twenty seal of Mitanian 
styles in Caucasus. Most seals are common styles. Such 
seals are found in Trialeti, on Sapar-kharaba graveyard 
were discovered nine cylinder seals, seven of them 
have geometrical ornament3. In the scientific literature 
many times was mentioned about the typological and 
functional similarity between south Caucasian (II BC) 
and Anatolian standards (III BC) discovered in the 
barriers of the kings. All this aspect indicates, in ancient 
epoch habitants of this territory where well developed 
and had cultural-economical-religious relationship with 
Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Mitanian civilization.

2.   Ethnographical and Cultural 
Data and their Correlation 
with Celestial Bodies 

There is a question about whether the beliefs of ancient 
humans were based on respect for mystical, spiritual 
and unknown astronomical and weather phenomena or 
whether they worshiped the life-giving powers of these, 
which they used in their daily life and practical activities.  
The movement of the Sun, the phases of the Moon, the 
appearance of twinkling stars, these must have been 
obscure, mystical, and beyond comprehension for ancient 
people; therefore, they venerated, deified and worshiped 
the luminaries.  

The mythological aspect of the menhir (located in 
the “Pativan valley”, South of Georgia) is directly related 
to dry and rainy seasons according to the ethnographic 
records4. The megalith monuments – the menhirs were 
related to the local religion and this is supported by the 
mentioning of the menhirs as “Maryam’s Cross”5, as 
well as the fact of carving the cross on the megalithic 
monument – the menhir on Tejisi Mountain. Vakhushti 
Batonishvili wrote the following about the Pativani-Vake 
boulder: “There is the boulder just below Pativani, if you 
turn it over during drought and wet it, rain will come, and 
if you throw ashes and turn it over during rainy weather, 
there will be drought”, it should be mentioned here, that 
in general that menhirs are often referred to as  “stone-
women”, characterized with such features – in the towns 
of Manglisi, Gurjaani and so on. menhirs, the religious-
ritualistic monuments, are all given the same properties in 
terms of rain and drought. People of the megalithic era gave 
certain mystical supernatural power to this god symbol. It 
is very interesting fact by the view of archeo astronomy, 

that such megalithic religious-ritualistic elements, such 
as “Stone-woman” or menhir is associated with natural, 
climate occurrences, one side of it provokes rain and 
another – drought. This is reflective of a worldview in 
which local technology or tools can be used to influence 
the sky, in this case, to effect the amount of rain. The 
“Stone-woman” menhirs were perceived to influence the 
periods of droughts and rains that are directly related to 
specific locations of the sun in the sky and exactly for that 
reason, the religious-ritualistic megalithic buildings were 
built. We hypothesize that people worshiping the menhirs 
started from this, it was a marker for commencement of 
agricultural works, watering, harvesting and performance 
of the agricultural activities, which indicates the cognition 
of the universe and knowledge of the astronomical 
occurrences by humans of the megalithic period.  

Ancient humans observed and studied celestial 
bodies (which were perceived to be Gods) and used that 
knowledge in his daily life for his benefit. In our opinion, 
this is one of the reasons for the worship and admiration 
of celestial bodies. A contemporary example illustrative of 
this fact is the materials from the archive of S. Bedukadze6, 
in which a ploughman yokes oxen after the appearance 
of the specific star - “Sapara’s Chuti”. Ploughman’s songs 
during the cultivation of the soil (during ploughing), in 
which the Sun and Moon are mentioned, also deserves 
attention.

“We used to say that “Sapara’s Chuti” appears at dawn, 
the star is like “Chuti” and “Sapara’s Chuti” is Tatar, the 
Georgians gave it such name, it was an ordinary “Chuti”, 
they had one and they started to joke that it looked like 
it, that “Chuti” also had oxen yoked, a ploughman ran 
after it, a dinner-man used to come, a frisky dog (small) 
followed him, a wolf ran after them - small”6.

“We used to yoke oxen at night - it was fresh, you need 
not get angry with the ox, it goes for himself, but as its get 
hotter, the cattle becomes lazier. We yoked at the beacon 
star and let them free by noon”6.

“A good singer did not have to do anything (plough), 
he used to cheer us up, even a ploughman sang if he knew 
a song, sometimes I had the drovers, they started singing 
out loudly such a song as “Orovela”, or some other about 
oxen or other things; some of them sang like this:
“The bright moon said
I am much better than the sun.
Sat and wrote the book.
The wind was carrying away …6”

As the records above show, the ploughman’s song is 
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about the Moon, the Sun and the wind; before yoking the 
oxen he looks at the beacon star and only then he starts 
yoking them. These materials reveal that the people used 
to manage their agriculture through observations on 
celestial bodies. This shows that they possessed certain 
astronomical knowledge about celestial bodies and their 
motion, as well as land farming culture and rules passed 
from generation to generation with their accumulated 
knowledge. In our opinion, ancient cultic megaliths 
were created for the purpose of the seasonal breakdown 
of the year for the ancient people to know when they 
could plough and sow, when the cold and hot weather 
started, whether it was rainy or dry season. In essence, 
the megaliths encode information necessary for survival. 

3.  Field Work Methodology 

In the field we marked the used following tools:
1. Optical theodolite (T15, N25773, 1976),  the precision 

of this Theodolite is 10”
2. Optical-magnetic compass (Military Prismatic 

Sighting Compass w/ Pouch)
3. 50 m distance measuring device
4. Camera (Sony, a200)
5. GPS (Garmin, model: 010-01199-10)
6. Electronic Watch

During field work we identified possible observation 
platforms - circular and semicircular objects, they are 
marked with Latin Characters A, B, C, D, the monoliths 
with Arabic numbers 1, 2, 3, 4and the rectangular form 
rooms with Roman Characters I, II, III, IV, V Next, we 
used line-of-sights from those platforms (Objects A, B, 
C, D) incorporating the monoliths (1,2,3,4) as possible 
observations of the sky that ancient people did for 
agricultural and religious purposes. Then we restored 
ancient celestial sphere using SkyMap Pro7 and found 
which celestial bodies correlated to the line-of-sights of 
the megalithic complex.   

4.  Megalitic Complex of Gokhnari

On the way to the Gokhnari megalithic complex lies the 
Church of Mariam’s Cross or Mariam-Jvari in Georgian.  
In the yard of the church there is a fallen menhir. It is 
engraved with a circular petroglyph that looks like the 
Sun or Moon. If we re-erect the menhir in the upright 

position, the petroglyph will be facing approximately the 
summer solstice. (Figure. 2)

Figure 2.   The menhir in the yard of the Mariam’s Cross 
church, near the Gokhnari complex, 2013. Photo by Badri 
Jijelava.

The Megalithic complex of Gokhnari comprise two 
parts upper part, which is located to the west direction 
and downer part, located to the east part of the complex. 
In the book “Georgian megalithic culture” is mentioned 
upper part as “fortress” and downer as “Former city” 1.

The orientation of this complex is approximately from 
North to South. There are four huge natural monoliths 
within the complex. 

Monolith 1 is divided for four stone parts, one of them 
is located behind the other three and is not visible from 
the entrance; thus, it looks like a three - column monolith 
to those who are inside. 

Monolith 2 and Monolith 3 are very close to each 
other and they can be seen from any part of the complex. 

Monolith 4 is located south-east of the “fortress”. 
East of Monolith 4 is built a corridor with entrance of 
architrave. In the corridor of this entrance, one can find 
two dolmens connected to each other by dugouts, which 
go deeper into the ground. One more dolmen is built to 
the north of this entrance.

 The main entrance to the complex faces north-west 
and its azimuth is 3020 True. At the north wall of the 
“fortress” is built a dolmen The roof of the dolmen is 
ruined and instead of the original roof local shepherds 
made a tiled one. We determined the azimuth of the 
direction of the dolmen and it equals 3600 True. From 
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Table 1.    Modeling with Sky Map Pro software. The comparison of the results of the fieldwork and the 
modeling 
Number Direction of 

Objects
Astronomical phenomena, luminaries Azimuth Altitude

Summer solstice - 25 July 4000 BC
1 D object - 2-3 

monoliths 
Rise of the Planet Venus, Summer 
solstice - 25 July 4000 BC

Modeling A 82° 28’ 35” 
Field work A 820 46’

Modeling H 13° 10’ 41” 
Field work H 130 30’

2 C Object -2-3 
monoliths

Heliacal rise of Alpha Leo. Modeling A 65° 35’ 33” 
Field work A 650 18,3’

Modeling H 7° 5’ 12” 
Field work H 70 16’

3 C Object  -2-3 
monoliths

Rise of the planet Jupiter  - summer 
solstice - 25 July, 4000 BC (first appear-
ance, based on the configuration of 
megalithic complex)

Modeling A 63° 58’ 5” 
Field work A 650 18,3’

Modeling H 7° 10’ 29” 
Field work H 70 16’

4 B object  - 1 
monolith

Rise of the  planet Mercury  - sum-
mer solstice - 25 July, 4000 BC (first 
appearance, based on the configuration 
of megalithic complex)

Modeling A 58° 37’ 38” 
Field work A 570 35’

Modeling H 3° 17’ 24” 
Field work H 30 08’

5 a) Direction at 
the entrance 
located dolmen; 
b) Direction of 
“fortress”;

Culmination near horizon of Arcturus 
(Alpha Bootes) (visual magnitude - 
0.05)

Modeling 
A 0° 25’ 34”  
A 4° 36’ 49”  
a) Field work A 00  

b) Field work A 60

Modeling  
H 8° 8’ 10”  
H 8° 8’ 10”  
a) Field work H 80 02’  
b) Field work H 80 02’

6 B Object -1 
monolith

The Sunrise - summer solstice - 25 July, 
4000 BC

ModelingA 58° 27’ 25” 
Field work A 570 35’

Modeling H 3° 3’ 19” 
Field work H 30 08’

7 Marim’s Cross 
Church

Direction of the fallen Menhir A 710 H 20

Vernal equinox -  22 April, 4000 BC
8 A Object -2-3 

monoliths
Heliacal rise Elnath (Beta Tauri), vernal 
equinox 22 April 4000 BC

Modeling A 86° 49’ 29” 
Field work A 880 06’

Modeling H 3° 14’ 56” 
Field work H 20 19’

9 B Object -2-3 
monoliths

Rise of Haedus (Zeta Aurigae) (first 
appearance, based on the configuration 
of megalithic complex)

Modeling A 72° 35’ 12” 
Field work A 730 19’

Modeling H 3° 33’ 45” 
Field work H 30 25’

11 Architrave 
entrance  di-
rection, on  the 
continuing of 
the monolith 4  

The Sunrise, Vernal equinox -  22 April, 
4000 BC

Modeling A 92° 38’ 13” 
Field work A 940

Modeling H 2° 37’ 47” 
Field work H 20

Autumnal equinox  22 October, 4000 BC
12 Architrave 

entrance  di-
rection, on the 
continuing of 
the monolith 4  

The Sunrise, Autumnal equinox  22 
October, 4000 BC

Modeling A 92° 38’ 13”  
Field work A 940

Modeling H 2° 37’ 47” 
Field work H 20

Winter solstice -  19 January, 4000 BC
13 B object -1 

monolith
Heliacal rise of Shedar (Alpha Cassio-
peia).

Modeling A 58° 10’ 53” 
Field work A 570 35’

Modeling H 7° 21’ 16” 
Field work H 30 08’

14 D object -4 
monolith

Acronychal Set of Rigil Kent (Alpha 
Centauri). (The first disappearance to 
the horizon, based on the configuration 
of megalithic complex.)

Modeling A 219° 24’ 4” 
Field work A 2210 48’

Modeling H 3° 26’ 45” 
Field workH 3 25’
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this, the position the altitude of the landscape horizon is 
seen at an angle of 80(Figure 3). 

Figure 3.   Megalithic complex of “Gokhnari”, 2013. The 
map is made by Badri Jijelava.

At the rock which is located to the north of the 
megalithic complex a spring emerges to the surface and 
flows to approach the Gokhnari complex. Then it turns 
to the west and continues its way south of a “carcnally” 
(“Carcnally” means “a place with many stones” in 
Georgian). As it continues the spring-fed stream 
disappears under the ground to again become visible later 
on. The general direction of the “fortress” is North-South, 
more exactly: NE-SW - 60-1860 True geodesic azimuth. 
During field work, we measured the coordinates of the 
first (I) room, which is located in the north part of the 
complex.
Latitude: 44017’ 54,054” N
Longitude: 410 40’ 27,546” E

5.   The Results of the Celestial 
Sphere Modeling and Field 
Work. 

We conducted the modeling of the celestial sphere of the 
Gokhnari megalithic complex using the software SkyMap 
Pro7. As seen in Table 1, in 4000 BC in the Gokhnari 
megalithic complex heliacal risings of celestial bodies 
would occur in the astronomically significant periods 
(winter and summer solstices, and vernal and autumnal 
equinoxes) and was correlated with the configuration of 
the complex.(Table 1)

We have identified 14 possible celestial alignments 
for the Gokhnari complex. Based on the modeling of the 
celestial sphere, the dolmen located in the north part is 
directed towards Arcturus in the summer solstice (Table 
1, row 6). This will be discussed in detail in the following 
sections. 

6.   Cultural - astronomical 
destination of Gokhnari 
megalithic complex

John Rogers in his article “Origins of the ancient 
constellations” describes the mythology relating to the 
Bootes constellation. “It follows Ursa Major in the sky, 
and has always been associated with it, as a hunter of the 
bear, a guardian of the bears, a herdsman of the oxen, a 
driver of the wagon, or a ploughman with plough. Bootes 
probably means Ox-driver”8-11;

“In Mesopotamia this area, or especially Arcturus, 
was somehow identified with the god Enlil; but there 
was an alternative name Shudun, meaning Yoke, which 
perhaps suggests that association with oxen did reach 
Mesopotamia”8,9.

In the Almagest of Ptolemy12, the Alpha star (Arcturus) 
in Bootes is mentioned as “Subrufa”, it means - slightly 
red13. On the celestial sphere, between the constellations 
Bootes and Ursa Major is located the Canum Venaticorum 
(hunting dogs). According to Ptolemy’s Almagest, Canum 
Venaticorum translates to “dogs” constellation. It includes 
two stars: Cor caroli – Alpha 2 (Visual magnitude 2.84) 
and Chara (Visual magnitude 4.24). 

The Constellation of Bootes is also mentioned in 
Homer’s epic poem the Odyssey. Odysseus navigates away 
from Calypso by the Stars.
“…nor did sleep ever descend on his eyelids 

As he kept his eye on the Pleiades and late-setting 
Boötes 

And the Bear, to whom men also give the name of the 
Wagon, 

Who turns about in a fixed place and looks at 
Orion…”.14

 According to the Greek mythology, Bootes is 
associated with a ploughman with 7 yoked oxen (the stars 
of the Ursa Major). 

The above-mentioned historical data indicate that 
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luminaries had a significant place and role in ancient 
epochs. They contained not only mythological and 
religious aspects, but were of vital importance for 
maritime and agriculture.

The ethnographical data collected by S. Bedukadze 
in which yoking of the oxen is described are similar to 
Sumerian, Egyptian and Greek mythologies8;
Going back to this ethnographic data:

“We used to say that “Sapara’s Chuti” appears at dawn, 
the star is like “Chuti” and “Sapara’s Chuti” is Tatar, the 
Georgians gave it such name, it was an ordinary “Chuti”, 
they had one and they started to joke that it looked like 
it, that “Chuti” also had oxen yoked, a ploughman ran 
after it, a dinner-man used to come, a frisky dog (small) 
followed him, a wolf ran after them – small”6.

Presumably, the source of the explanation of “Sapara’s 
Chuti” comes from Ptolemy’s definition of Arcturus 
(“Subrufa”), “Chuti” may be from Sumerian “Shup.pa”. 
In ancient folklore, these two definitions transformed 
into “Sapara’s Chuti” and passed down today as “Sapara’s 
Chuti” star.  

Hypothetically in the ethnographic data obtained 
from the ploughman, the star of “Sapara’s Chuti” implies 
the star Arcturus, whose visual magnitude equals 0.05. 
It is bright enough to be seen with the naked eye and 
presumably was the marker of the beginning of the 
agricultural works. Based on the ethnographic data, 
when “Sapara’s Chuti” was observed on the celestial 
sphere, the ploughman began yoking his oxen. According 
to the Sumerian and Greek mythology “yoked oxen” 
were associated with the seven stars of the Ursa Majoris 
constellation, and the ploughman was the symbol of the 
constellation of Bootes. “A frisky dog (small) followed 
him, a wolf ran after them (Bedukadze 1964)” - these 
are the stars in the Canum Venaticorum (Hunting dogs) 
constellation, Beta - Chara (visual magnitude 4.24) is the 
symbol of “a frisky dog - small “,  the brighter Alpha star - 
Cor caroli (visual magnitude 2.84) is the symbol of a wolf, 
mentioned in the ethnographic data.

“We used to yoke oxen at night, it was fresh, you need 
not get angry with the ox, it goes for himself, but at its get 
hotter, the cattle become lazier. We yoked at “beacon star” 
and let them free by noon”6.

As seen from the data given by the ploughman, it (“to 
yoke oxen “) happened at night, when the “beacon-star” 
was seen at the horizon. The modeling with the use of the 
Sky Map Pro shows that in antiquity, Arcturus (Alpha 
Bootes) was a circumpolar star. 

Based on the results of the modeling in 4000 BC, 
Arcturus “culminated below the pole”(USNO 2016), 
skimming near the horizon before the rising of the sun. 
Note that culmination is used in the astronomical sense 
"(astronomy) the highest or lowest altitude attained 
by a heavenly body as it crosses the meridian”15. This 
astronomical phenomenon could be observed from 
the northern dolmen. After the lower culmination, the 
star started moving to the zenith of the celestial sphere 
increasing in altitude (in a horizontal coordinate system). 
Hypothetically, ancient people noticed such kind of 
motion and the bright light from the star (low visual 
magnitude) during the time of the year for ploughing. 
They discovered that the appearance of Arcturus at that 
time of year was very soon followed by the dawn. Owing 
to these three factors the ancient people began to deify the 
star along with putting their knowledge to good use. The 
dolmen, built in the north part of the megalithic complex, 
has an orientation to Arcturus. 

Equating of “Sapara’s Chuti” with Arcturus gives us 
an assumption that in different ethnographical data the 
worshiped “Beacon star” is Arcturus (Alpha Bootes). The 
culmination of the star near the horizon meant that the 
dawn would break soon and the ploughmen began to 
yoke the oxen.

The ethnographic data collected by S. Bedukadze 
describes a part of the ancient celestial sphere, the 
knowledge which had the plowman about the star 
“saparas chuti” was unknown to him; when he wrote 
about the plowing process, he had not understoodat that 
time that he had been describing the celestial sphere and 
constellations. Based on the results of modeling Skymap 
Pro only in 4000 BC did Arcturus became circumpolar star 
and appeared in sky, skimming near the horizon before 
helical rise of the planet Venus and the Sun rise in the 
summer solstice period. Such astronomical phenomena 
is correlated with the ethnographic data collected in the 
classical period (ethnographic data about beacon star and 
plowman). In spite of the fact that these ethnographic data 
was not collected in the classical period, presumably such 
folklore comes from the prehistory period as do many 
story and legends of Georgia, legend about Elia, Christ 
and Saint Giorgi, story about Amirani and so on.The 
above-mentioned folklore describes a part of the ancient 
celestial sphere, more precisely, the Bootes (ploughman), 
Ursa Majoris (Yoked oxen) and Canum Venaticorum 
(dogs, which in prehistoric Caucasian epistemology were 
dog and wolf) constellations and their location in the 
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celestial sphere.
“Dawn was dragging and dragging together with his skin,
he (dawn star) rises at the daybreak, was kicked and 
driven out,
“Beacon star” came, he was made drunk,
dressing gown was changed, and chokha (Georgian 
national suit) put on”16.

As seen from the V. Koketishvili ethnographic data the 
Beacon-star and the Dawn-star are different stars. This 
fact is a compelling argument in support of our assertion 
of the identity of Arcturus star as the Beacon-star (as are 
mentioned in many Georgian ethnographic data).  

In the Gokhnari Megalithic complex in 4000 BC on the 
summer solstice there was a heliacal rising of the planet 
Venus, which rose after the culmination of Arcturus star 
near the horizon. The planet Venus is mentioned in the 
ancient ethnographic data as “Aspirozi – Greek name”, 
“Mtiebi”, “Khariparia - oxen stealer”, “Tciskris maskvlavi 
- dawn star”, “Mtsukhris maskvlavi-twilight star”17. The 
folklore passed through the generations is the evidence 
that the planet Venus influenced the religious and cultural 
aspects of the life of prehistoric people of Georgia.
“ქიმიჩონეგუმათანე - bring “carrier light” (star)
ბჟაშიეკმაჩუნჯე- following the Sun”18

“ჟინიჰაკასნოთეთრდგრქრ - upon sky (air) standing 
as beacon,
თუდონჰავაშმასრნთებელო - illuminating the world,
გრმათანემერეხირექრ - illuminator you are the star,
გოთანაშიმახარებელო - daybreak herald”19

In the Lexicon of Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani20 Aphrodite 
is explained as “dawn star”, in the Greek mythology 
Aphrodite was the face of the planet Venus.

In 4000 BC in the Gokhari megalithic complex the 
heliacal rising of the planet Venus was a religious and 
ritual ceremony for the people of this region. In his book 
“Georgian Megalithic Culture” L. Meliksed Beg describes 
the Gokhnari megalithic complex and mentions that in one 
of the mining digsthe expedition found an ancient stone 
woman that supposedly represented the religious cult 
worshipped by the local people6. S. Makalatia in his book 
“Cult of phallus in Georgia” indicates that contemporary 
Georgian celebrations of “Harikela”, “Adrikela”, “Saqmisi”, 
“Keenoba”, “Berikaoba” are connected to the cult of phallus 
and kteis, worshiping the goddess of fertility21. The stone 
woman was the materialized symbol of the planet Venus, 
the Goddess of fertility. She was perceived as the source of 
life and light, the herald of daybreak and therefore people 
worshipped Venus which is reflected also in the Gokhari 

megalithic complex. 

7.  Conclusion 

Though the ethnographic data was not collected during 
the classical period, our arguments point to the term 
“saparas chuti,” the ploughman stars, and the activities 
of contemporary ploughmen as being connected to the 
bright star Arcturus in the ancient ploughman asterism 
now Bootes. Thus, the ethnographic data is shown to be 
connected to the ancient sky, though this connection was 
not known by the ethnographer at the time the interviews 
were collected. We are the first scientists to present the 
connection between the ethnographic data and the 
ancient sky, and our remaining conclusions are based on 
this connection. 

Combining ethnographic data that shows the 
importance of Venus and Arcturus along with the 
measurements of possible celestial alignments and 
computer modeling we conclude that the megalithic 
complex of Gokhnari was designed for observing the 
heliacal positions of planets and stars along the horizon. 
Focusing on the ethnographic data, we established that 
the “dawn star” refers to Venus which is not uncommon 
in other cultures and that the “Beacon Star” is Arcturus. 
The strength of this conclusion is based on the heliacal 
position of Arcturus to the extreme north and Venus to 
the east on the summer solstice. 

Based on the results, we conclude that the megalithic 
complex of Gokhnari is oriented to the heliacal rising of 
the planets and stars. These astronomical phenomena 
were observed from circular or semicircular megalithic 
objects that are probable observing platforms. The 
configuration of the megalithic objects was aligned to 
the natural monoliths and local topography, thus giving 
the possibility to observe the risings and settings of the 
celestial bodies in the astronomical significant periods 
of winter, summer solstices, and vernal and autumnal 
equinoxes. 

Based on the results of the modeling and corresponding 
ethnographic data we can conclude that this complex was 
built in 4000 BC.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we describe ancient cult and observational sites in Georgia

together with cultural traditions that have astronomical significance from various

parts of the country. In particular, we present the results of an archaeo-

astronomical investigation of the Shaori complex, and consider its possible

role as an ancient “solar station” with cult significance.

Introduction

Ethnographic data available within Georgia includes notes from investigations

carried out by ethnographers in the 20th century and dictionaries published at

various times. Inevitably, the material is not of uniform quality, but it contains
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interesting facts that reflect aspects of ancient Georgians’ knowledge about the sky,

celestial bodies, and impressive heavenly phenomena.

Such knowledge always has the potential for practical use in everyday life, both

in agriculture and in orientation with respect to the terrain during local or long-

distance journeys. It was gathered and optimized across the ages, being continually

transformed and modernized. In the process, some ancient knowledge would be lost

and new knowledge would be accumulated. However, some fundamental elements

of ancient people’s ideas about the universe may have been preserved up to the

present.

The principal motivations for accumulating knowledge about the sky are likely

to have been the following:

1. The necessity to keep track of time in order to maintain a continuous agricultural

cycle

2. The necessity to keep tabs on local and global orientation in space in order to

bring the land into cultivation, to build roads, to construct settlements, etc., as

well as for military purposes

3. The necessity to “interact” with bright heavenly bodies for cultic, religious

purposes. These are the main factors that stimulated the accumulation and

adaptation of knowledge about heavenly phenomena, knowledge used by

ancient people in different fields of activity throughout daily life.

We can suppose that the accumulation of such knowledge and its optimization

led ultimately to the formation of a rather harmonious ethnocosmological system of

ideas among ancient Georgians. However, the ethnographic data on surviving

knowledge and practices does not provide direct support for this; we only have

separate fragments of data scattered in the ethnographic material.

Folk Traditions Relating to Astronomy

A number of Georgian sources contain information of ethnocosmological impor-

tance. For example, Makalatia (1972, p. 50) describes some ancient traditions

relating to seasonal practices of driving cattle and pasturing sheep: “The people

living in the villages of Khizabavra and Zveli still remember the ancient traditions

for determining when to drive the cattle. After the week of Khomli they could drive

the cattle over a high mountain, as snow was not expected any more. The week

Khomli comes in the month of Tibatve (July), when a group of stars known as

Khomli (the Pleiades) appears. Khomli rises on the 6th day of Tibatve, but is not

seen by eye until the 12th of Tibatve. During this week great care is taken about the

sheep being in the open air. The peasant thinks that Khomli possesses the force to

cause the hair of sheep to fall out and their faces to ulcerate. The inhabitants believe

that Khomli is dangerous in the morning, when the sheep are still lying down in

a sheep-pen. ‘If Khomli rises above the lying sheep, it strikes them and causes the

their hair to fall out and their heads and faces to ulcerate’ (Khizabavra). ‘It rises

with a noise, causing the hair of sheep to fall out, and ulceration. In the morning

they arouse the sheep and drive them’ (Zveli). In the village of Zveli, during the
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week of Khomli, sheep are driven to the nearby fields at the edge of the forest,

where there is a protected place called Cholaka”.

The ethnographic sources provide various, even sometimes contradictory, infor-

mation about the knowledge of the heavenly bodies possessed by ancient peasants

in different regions of Georgia. Bochoridze (1993) gives the following names of

heavenly bodies: Khariparia, Tsiskari, Gutneuli, Jaraebi, Mravalai, and

Tsultokhebi. He mentions the fact that, in spring, some stars follow Mravalai at a

fixed distance but then the distance between them increases. This is interesting, and

provides evidence that some of the stars mentioned are “wandering” stars, namely

planets. Among them is Tsiskari (Venus) and Mejoge, which rises after midnight.

Given this and its brightness, it can be assumed that Mejoge is Jupiter.

The following is a list of several traditional names of stars and constellations

used in the northern part of Georgia: “Tsiskris varskvlavi” (Tsiskris star); “Shuqur

varskvlavi” (Bright star); “Qaravnis varskvlavi” (Caravan star); “Sabedo

varskvlavi” (Fate star); “Shvidmoqcevis varskvlavi” (Seven cycles star);

“Samshvilde varskvlavi” (Quiver star); “Dzagli varskvlavi” (Dog star); “Morbedi

varskvlavi” (Quick star); “Maskvlavkudedi” (Tails star); “Tagdiri varskvlavi” (Red

star); “Ikvlivi varskvlavi” (Grass star); “Kondio varskvlavi” (Poisonous star);

“Mokhura varskvlavi” (Closing star); “Sakaloe maskvlavi” (Threshing-floor star);

“Mosvlis varskvlavi” (Coming star); “Meshvelni” (Helping stars); “Mesakhleni”

(Inhabitable stars); “Tserilani” (Letter stars); and “Bevrani” (Numerous stars)

(Orbeliani 1991; Chincharauli 2005). The risings and settings of these and other

luminaries played an important role in the religious, agricultural, and practical

traditions of ancient Georgian peasants. Not all ancient Georgian stars and

constellations are confidently identified.

On the basis of ethnographic evidence Bedukadze (1968) describes old instru-

ments used by people for the determination of time. “In Khevsureti [a region of

Georgia] the seasons were determined by means of groups of stone columns,

called ‘sun nests’, erected on peaks to the east of villages. According to the

movement of the rising sun from one nest to another, people determined

the month, the season, the beginning and end of a year, and important dates of

an agricultural character”.

Stone Constructions as Cult Places and Time-Measuring
Instruments

The northern part of Georgia is rich with stone constructions of various sizes and

forms. These standing stones, circular walls, and rows of boulders are usually

located on the summits or slopes of high mountains (Figs. 128.1, 128.2). The main

elements (openings) of several such monuments are aligned to the southeast.

During pre-Christian times, monuments of this character probably served cultic

purposes and were used also as time-measuring instruments through observations of

the rising of the sun, moon, and bright stars. Later, these constructions were

transformed into Christian monuments.
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On the surfaces of large and small stones, boulders, and blocks located

in Khevsureti are carved pictograms with various geometrical designs and other

peculiarities. Some pictograms have a clear cosmographical character (Fig. 128.3).

They include elements such as an eight-petalled flower-like symbol possibly

representing stars, palms, and animals and may well reflect the relationship of

ancient humans to the celestial order and recurrent astronomical phenomena.

Taking into account the northerly location of the Khevsureti Mountains, it is

possible that the eight-petalled star could represents Polaris, which played an

important role for ancient Georgians. Determining more precisely the astronomical

Fig. 128.1 Menhir and

remnants of a surrounding

construction on a high

mountain in the

Stephantsminda region,

northern Georgia

(Photograph: G. Gigauri)

Fig. 128.2 Remnants of

a circular stone construction

in northern Georgia

(Photograph: G. Gigauri)
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significance of stone monuments and the meaning of the cosmographical picto-

grams in Khevsureti requires comprehensive investigations taking into account

their geographical location and cultural context.

In southern Georgia, near Paravani Lake in the Shaori Mountains, can be found

a large megalithic complex constructed from basalt slabs (Kaukhchishvili 1973;

Berdzenishvili 2002; Narimanishvili 2009). The Shaori complex consists of two

parts – the large Shaori on the highest summit and the small one on the other mountain.

The large Shaori building is located at N 41� 290 200, E 43� 440 5700, elevation
2739 m, and the small Shaori building is at N 41� 290 700, E 43� 440 4500, elevation
2735 m.

The architectural space of the large Shaori comprises an envelope-like shape with

the remains of a small column at its center. The inner side of the complex wall contain

numerous dolmens. The large Shaori building has a central openingwith a door facing

southeast (Figs. 128.4, 128.5). The small Shaori building is irregular in shape. The

large Shaori building is connected to the bottom of the mountain by a ceremonial road

several meters wide and stepped with recumbent menhirs.

These Bronze Age constructions probably had a dual significance both as a cult

center and an observational place. Religious ceremonies held in Shaori buildings

could have included the observations of heavenly bodies.

The central opening or door of the large Shaori building faces a true azimuth of

121� 400 as determined by a survey carried out by Ilia State University in 2011. The

azimuth of the rising sun at the winter solstice is 121�, so that observers standing

near the central column would have seen the rising winter solstice sun through the

door. The significance of the surrounding mountains and the existence of the small

Shaori building have still to be fully investigated.

In view of what we know of ancient Georgians’ religious beliefs it is possible

that the Shaori complex was not only a ceremonial center with buildings in

Fig. 128.3 Pictogram with

possible cosmographical

significance from the

Khevsureti region of Georgia

(Photograph: G. Gigauri)
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which diverse rituals were performed, but that it also served as an observational

site – a type of ancient “solar station” – in which people worshiped their Gods and

watched the rising of diverse heavenly bodies – the sun, moon, and stars – in order

to maintain their orientation in time. On the morning of the winter solstice, the

ancient Georgians could have observed sunrise from the large Shaori building,

marking the onset of the cold season.

Other peculiarities, such as the fact that the door of the large Shaori building was

observable from the opening of the small Shaori building, may indicate further links

Fig. 128.5 Large Shaori

building – inner view

(Photograph: G. Houston)

Fig. 128.4 Large Shaori building, 2011 (Photograph: G. Houston)
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of cosmological and religious significance. The Shaori complex as an ancient solar

station awaits further, more detailed archaeoastronomical investigation.

Astronomical Characteristics of Cultural Heritage

Several examples of ancient Georgian cultural heritage, while known for many

years to historians and archaeologists, have only recently been analyzed from the

viewpoint of their possible astronomical significance. Georgian legends and folk

stories, art, architecture, observational sites, and cult objects contain direct and

indirect evidence of astronomical cognition and fragments of cosmological views

(Simonia 2001). Astronomical characteristics of cultural heritage in the form

of astro-terminology, ornaments, pictures, aligned constructions, and buildings

with spatial peculiarities have not yet been studied in detail (Simonia et al. 2009).

Much remains to be done to study early astronomical traditions and practices

in Georgia, taking into account the ethnocosmological notions and beliefs of

ancient Georgians.

Cross-References
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